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Front cover photograph: Noise from wind farms is a topic of particular interest to many
members, whether in consultancy or local government: Dick Bowdler☂s article in this issue
discusses one of the thornier issues - that of amplitude modulation where several turbines
contribute to the overall noise IeveI.This view of a Fenland wind farm is typical of the at.
open terrains in which turbines can be particularly productive, but are visible from a
considerable distance.

The Institute of Acoustics is the UK's ' i V,

professional body for those working in ,:
acoustics. noise and vibration. It was @ .

formed in I974 from the amalgamation of

the Acoustics Group of the Institute of
Physics and the British Acoustical Society.

The Institute of Acoustics is a nominated body of the Engineering Council, offering
registration at Chartered and Incorporated Engineer levels,

The Institute has over 2800 members working in a diverse range of research. educational.
governmental and industrial organisations.This multidisciplinary culture provides a productive
environment for cross»ferti|isation of ideas and initiatives.The range of interests of members
within the world of acoustics is equally wide, embracing such aspects as aerodynamics,
architectural acoustics, building acoustics, electroacoustics, engineering dynamics, noise and
vibration, hearing, speech, physical acoustics, underwater acoustics, together with a variety of
environmental aspects,The Institute is a Registered Charity no. 267026. ☁ v
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PRESIDENT☂S LETTER

Dear Members

I am in the very fortunate position of taking up

office with the Institute in a very good state of

health By the time you read this letter the number

of members will be in excess of three thousand

When the Institute was founded in I974 this level

of membership was not anticipated. In fact our

Articles of Association limited membership to

3000. This issue was addressed at this year's AGM

when a resolution was passed unanimously to

remove the restriction.

Like most incoming Presidents I have a number of

ambitions for my time in of ce. These mostly fall

under an overarching ambition to enhance the

reputation and raise the pro le of the Institute We

have been quite successful in doing this in recent

years, for example, byarranging conferences, by

running educational courses and by responding to

consultations However, we can always do more

I am delighted that we will host Euronoise 2009

in Edinburgh in October next yean This will be a

real opportunity for us to enhance the reputation

 

ofthe Institute and I encourage as many ofyou as

possible to participate actively in this event

Preparations are already well advanced under the stewardship of Bernard Berry

I am also most encouraged that the Institute, collaborating with the Norwegian Acoustical Society, is to

organise the Seventh International Conference on Auditorium Acoustics in Oslo this autumn I am pleased

that we are also exploring the possibility ofjointly organising further events with other European societies,

We must continue to explore the possibility of working with others in the UK: such collaborations are

another way to enhance our reputation and profile,

In respect ofconsultations, we were particularly successful in responding to the government☂s consultation

on permitted development righs for householder micro-generations We organised a one-day meeting, the

outcome of which formed the basis of our comments to the government Such anapproach is the best

way to respond to consultations However, for various reasons, including unrealistically short consultation

periods, we frequently have to rely on on individual or a small group to prepare comments on behalf of

. the Institute; I am extremely grateful to those who undertake such tasks and would ask others to step

forward and contribute to this important work when the opportunity arises I, for my part, will do my best

to see that such efforts are recognised by, at the very least, ensuring that their responses are published

in the Bulletin, One reason why we are often short of time, or even unable to respond to consultations,

is that the Institute is not always on the initial consultation list I will do what I can to rectify this situation

during my Presidency

I look faiward to working with Trevor Cox of Salford University who,I am delighted to say, has joined the

lnstitute☁s Council as President Elect

Finally, at this year☂s AGM Tony jones retired from Council. He has made an immense contribution to the

e ective and ef cient running ofthe Institute over many years. I extend the thanks of everyone on Council

to Tony for all his hard work

207☜ limb,
John Hinton

PRESIDENT
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Achievements

The Institute has continued to serve the interests of its members

through its established programmes in the areas of education,

professional development, meetings and publications, and by providing

representation in areas such as the Engineering Council, standardisation
and international affairs. Strategic development of the Institute

continued to be a priority and various actions were implemented

During the year:

- A full-time Membership and Publications Of cer was appointed

to assist with membership, publications, and the Institute's
engineering activities

- The membership gure is at an all-time high. having increased by just

over 4%

- An ambitious programme of well-attended conferences and

technical meetings was undertaken at both national and regional

level, and included the Reproduced Sound 23 conference, held in

the spectacular setting of the Sage in Gateshead

- Efforts to reactivate the dormant Speech Group bore fruit, with

several members volunteering to join a provisional committee.This

committee had four meetings, with thename of the group changing
to ☁Speech and Hearing☂

-The Institute was delighted to learn from the European Acoustics
Association that its bid to host the Euronoise 2009 conference had
been successfulThe conference will take place in October 2009 in

Edinburgh and will be an excellent opportunity for members to

participate in a major international conference Further details can

be found on www.euronoise2009.org.uk

☁ Six editions of the e-newsletter had been published. It was regarded

by members as a very good communication tool

- The Acoustic Ambassadors initiative had been piloted in schools in

Hertfordshire initially, before it was rolled out nationally to
encourage students to follow acoustics

- The Institute had a very successful year, both financially and in terms

of delivery of services to members

- Applications for science and engineering courses had risen by ten to
I3 percent depending on the subject

- The Institute held its AGM in Manchester Town Hall

- Professor Peter Wheeler retired as Education Manager after many

years☂ service. and Professor Keith Attenborough took over the role

- The Institute honoured four past presidents for their signi cant
contributions over the years. In addition to PeterWheeIer,
Honorary Fellowships were awarded to Roland Dobbs, Mike Ankers
and Bernard Berry

Standing Committees

The operation of the Institute is guided by Council through standing

committees concerned with education, medals and awards, meetings,

membership, publications, and research co-ordination. There is also a

committee of the Engineering Division,

Education committee

The Diploma and Certificate courses continue to be successful and

provide education and training for both members and non-members,

The education programmes and courses introduce many working in
acoustics and associated professions to the Institute and help in the
recruitment of new members.

In September 2006 the Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control
recruited 209 students, of which 8| were re-sitting one or more
modules. Fifty-four of the students chose to study by the distance
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learning scheme.The Diploma was awarded to 68% of students.This
rather low percentage of students gaining the award is a re ection of

the continuing trend by which students choose to defer one
component of their studies because of employment pressures.

In September 2007, I67 new students were recruited to the Diploma,
including 39 on the distance learning scheme; 43 students registered
for examination re-siis, con rming the trend mentioned above.

In both 2006 and 2007 there has been a marked increase in the number

of appealsTo some extent this is the result of candidates not observing

the grounds for appeals set out clearly in the Diploma handbook. On

the other hand, one of the specialist assignments caused considerable
difficulty in 2007. In the remaining year of the current Diploma syllabus
and assessment regime, extra efforts will be made to reiterate the
allowable grounds for appeal and to avoid continuous assessment that
is too subtle or dif cult.

The established Certi cate of Competence courses recruited as
follows: Management of Hand-Arm Vibration I7 students (82% pass),

Environmental Noise I69 students (80% pass), and Workplace Noise

and Risk Assessment I I5 students (8l% pass). The Certi cate of

Pro ciency programme in Anti-Social Behaviour (Noise), which is
currently run only in Scotland by Bel Education and Strathclyde
University. recruited 48 students (92% pass).Al| programmes recruited
fewer students than last year: the average decline in the applications for

the competence courses was 25% while the decline in applications to

the pro ciency course was 60%.The large decrease in applications for

the latter programme probably indicates that most organisations in

Scotland have sent staff for training and the programme has realised its
main objective of providing this training.

This year much of the committee☂s work has been directed towards

the revision of the modular structure of the Diploma. The task has

been to a produce a programme that meets the needs of those seeking

a general postgraduate quali cation in acoustics while satisfying the

Higher Education Quali cations requirements. Final approval was given

by Council in December to the structure of the revised Diploma which

consists of a general acoustics module,two specialist modules (chosen

from four), an experimental module and an extended project. The
Education committee was asked to consider further proposals for
revised pass/fail thresholds. The drafting of the detailed syllabuses and

associated learning outcomes and assessment requirements is almost

complete. and although the Education committee will continue to

discuss the aims and content, it is expected that the new programme
will start in September 2008.

During the year the committee has re♥accredited the Diploma centres
at Leeds Metropolitan University and Colchester Institute,

The committee has considered changes to its structure and expects to

present formal proposals to Council early in 2008. One issue that

continues to cause concern is the small number of members that are

able to attend committee meetings regularly.

Meeting the challenges of (a) achieving a more sustainable and active

committee membership and operating procedure, (b) implementing

the restructured Diploma and assessment regime. and (c) pursuing the

opportunities that exist for IOA participation in a school-Ieaver

quali cation in acoustics will be an important aim for the committee

in 2008.

The committee is once again indebted to the support of members. the

work of the Education Manager and assistance provided by members
of of ce staff.

Engineering Division committee

The committee met three times during the year. One internal audit was



carried out, with no non-compliances identi ed.The number of initial

enquiries for registration from Institute members remained strong (at
56), but many potential candidates still deferred or failed to complete
their applications. despite the high level of personal support provided.
Ways of resolving this disparity will be addressed as a priority for 2008.

Six formal applications for Chartered Engineer registration were
submitted in 2007, These candidates presented themselves for
professional review interview: four were ☁standard route☁ candidates,

holding accredited degrees, and two were ☁non-standard route☁

candidates from diverse backgrounds, including non-accredited
acoustics degrees. All these six candidates came from the acoustical
consultancy sector. Four candidates were successful. The two other
candidates were invited to re-submit after a further period of
professional development

The Engineering Council visited the Institute on 3 October 2007 for a
mid-term licence review. David Morgan. who has chaired previous

licence renewal visits. took the chair. He explained that EC☜ now
usually organised ☁mid-term☁ visits, in order to maintain and improve
liaison. This approach was welcomed by the Institute. A change in
committee procedures was proposed by the Institute, in order to
facilitate a higher number of lEng registrations being made. The
increasing number of younger IOA members working in areas such
pre-completion testing also constituted a sizeable potential market for
lEng registration,

As regards EngTech registration, the Engineering Division committee
had identi ed the potential market for registration among IOA
Technician Members and indicated its intention to seek a licence. It was
agreed that the level of interest among TecthA members would
be established.

The lnstitute☂s recent initiative in respect of the accreditation/approval
of☁mainstream' university acoustics courses, at Bachelor☂s and Master☁s

levels, for the purposes of Membership and Engineering Division
committees was described and the issue of our future involvement in
ECUK degree accreditation work was raised.

0W AFFAIRS

The visiting panel noted that our internal audit process was operating
effectively and that our ECUK nominated liaison of cer, Howard
Malleson, was providing a highly-valued input into the committee☁s
work.We were asked to nominate a liaison officer (and jim Glasgow
agreed to act for the IOA, being allocated to lET in the first instance).

The ECUK team suggested that the Institute should considerwhat steps
are needed to be taken in respect of succession planning, both for the
Engineering Division manager and for committee members.

Medals and Awards committee

Dr Aaron Thode, an eminent American researcher in ocean acoustics,

was awarded the Institute☁s prestigious A B Wood Medal for his
innovative interdisciplinary research in ocean and marine mammal
acoustics. The medal and certi cate were presented by thePresident,
Colin English, during the Fourth International Conference on Bio-
acoustics at Loughborough University.

The Spring Conference also provided an opportunity to present
several of the Institute☂s awards. Professor Michael Grif n received the
RWB Stephens Medal for his outstanding contribution in the eld of
human response to vibration, while Professor Bridget Shield received
an Honorary Fellowship in recognition of her inspirational teaching and
work for the Institute.

We also recognised early career achievement when Wayne Seeto was
presented with the prize for achieving the best results in the IOA
Diploma examination 2006.

The underwater acoustics conference held in Edinburgh tackled the
complex subject of detection and classi cation of underwater targets
and it was appropriate that the President presented the 2007 A 8
Wood Medal to an American researcher, Dr Preston Wilson. '

continued on page B
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The Autumn Conference dinner held in Oxford provided the

opportunity to present several awards. Professor Peter Wheeler

received an Honorary Fellowship and Dr Mike Fillery an award for

Distinguished Services to the Institute in recognition for his work

developing our educational services. The prize for the best results in

the IOA diploma went to Jacqui Patel. and Ed Clarke, chairman of the

ANC, presented prizes for the best papers at IOA conferences to

Guen-Tae Yim (2006) and Dr Anthony Chilton (2007).

Trevor Baylis OBE presented the IOA Young Persons☂ Award for

Innovation in Acoustical Engineering to the winner. Dr Constantin

Coussios, and to the runners-up, Dr Frederic Cegla and Lara Harris.

Professor Michael Howe is one of the world's foremost theoreticians

in aeroacoustics and was presented with this year's Rayleigh Medal.

At the lnstitute☁s nal conference of 2007 - Reproduced Sound 23 in

Gateshead - Dr Graham Bank was presented with the 2007 Peter

Barnett Memorial Award in recognition of his substantial contribution

to the advancement of loudspeaker design.

An Honorary Fellowship was presented in December to a past

president Professor Roland Dobbs at a family This is your life get-

together to mark Roland☂s 83rd birthday. We all owe him a debt of

gratitude for transforming the edgling society into the professional

Institute we know today.

Meetings committee

The Meetings committee met four times in 2007.The year has again

seen some change in the active members of the committee, as Hilary

Notley rejoined after maternity leave, releasing Judy Edrich from

secretarial duties, and Sarah Radcliffe has resigned,A search has begun

for new committee members.

The committee presided over the organisation of I4 meetings covering

a wide variety of topics.The main ☁strategic' topics of discussion for the

committee were ☁member demographics☂ (to review the membership

epicentres with a view to choosing meeting locations), encouraging a

meeting for the newly revived Speech and Hearing Group and

☁guidelines for PowerPoint presentations' which resulted in a document

for use by meeting presenters which was presented to Council for

approval.

Membership committee

Four meeting were held throughout the year to review 4l2

applications of which 390were successfuI.There were six new Sponsor

Members and only three new Fellows.The predominant entry was to

the Associate grade especially just after the Diploma results were

published. In all, I42 members retired during the year, but there was a

net gain over the year seeing the Institute with 2896 members at the

end of 2007.

There were at least ten attendees per membership meeting to review

the applications. Our thanks go to Dennis Christie and James Dunn

(also former chairman for seven years) who retired from the

committee at the end of the year. Both joined the committee in

October I994.

The Membership committee also forms the disciplinary panel and we

had one major case this year, which attracted correspondence with

both the committee and the President.The case eventually challenged

our procedures which will be reviewed in the near future.Two other

informal complaints regarding competence of speci c members were

resolved informally.

There were some changes to application requirements, Sponsor

Members will be asked for a description of the company or

organisation from the IOA sponsortThe primary sponsor for a Fellow

will be asked to write a letter stating the contribution made to

acoustics by the candidate. In addition this primary sponsor may also

be a Fellow of another associated professional institute provided the

other two sponsors are Fellows of the IOA.

To aid the committee, lists of acoustics courses are being drawn up
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which will satisfy the by-Iaws and in this context the rst accreditation

visit to a university was completed.The Part E course from Acoustic

Associates will be accepted for Technician grade following a visit to

the course.

Nezi Yusuf joined the of ce in July, with partial responsibility for

memberships. As part of the recruitment drive anew members☁ pack

has been produced and new members will be asked for the

membership fee at the time of application.An e-group has been set up

to consider potential member services for the future.

The time given by many of the committee outside the meetings to

membership business over the year has been appreciated.

Publications committee

This has been a year dominated by consideration of web-based

publications. The e-newsletter got into its stride having had its rst

publication in December 2006 and has been well-received. It had its

rst major service in December 2007 giving it splendid good looks as

well as making it easier to use. Meanwhile the proposed re-vamp of the

web site was the subject of much consideration and this reached a

signi cant milestone. also in December 2007, with the appointment of

a new company to produce the design.

Associated with the new web site the committee produced a copyright

agreement for authors writing for the Bulletin and conferences

principally, in order to allow papers to be reproduced on the web site

when the facility becomes available,

The Bulletin started to have ☁themed☂ content for every edition and this

will continue for 2008.The income from advertising in the Bulletin. the

Register of Members and the web continues at a very healthy level.

Thanks must go from the chair to all members of the Committee.who

have done sterling work throughout the year.

Research Co-ordination committee

During 2007 the Research Coordination committee (RCC) has had

two meetings. Continuing activities include liaison with research

councils (particularly EPSRC) and with government departments

sponsoring acoustically-related research, Dr Edward Whyte has

replaced Dr Katie Finch as the EPSRC representative on the

committee. Other new members elected during 2007 include Dr

Michiel Postema (University of Hull), Prof Simon Chandler-Wilde

(University of Reading) and Dr Roland Potthast (ISVR and Reading).

The liaison with DEFRA continues to be useful especially in respect of

noise and vibration-related activities. Richard Perkins has continued as

their representative on the committee. Bureau Veritas hosted the RCC

meeting in April at which a liaison was established with the EPSRC»

funded ☁noise futures' network.

At the meeting in November, the RCC undertook to organise the IOA

Spring Conference for 2008 Widening horizons in acoustics with the

intention of specifically involving non-IOA members who do

acoustically-related research. By the end of 2007 nearly l00 abstracts

have been received. enabling four parallel sessions on topics include

building acoustics, environmental acoustics. medical acoustics, inverse

problems in acoustics, engineering acoustics, musical acoustics,

underwater acoustics and speech and hearing.

During 2008. RCC will carry out a web-based survey of acoustically-

related research (involving IOA members) and establish more effective

links with researchers in NDE, physical acoustics, bio-acoustics, speech

and hearing.

Specialist Groups

The Institute re ects the broad spectrum of the science and

application of acoustics and several specialist groups have been formed

to foster contacts between members of the various specialisms.

continued on page 10
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Building Acoustics group

The Building Acoustics group members have had a fairly busy l2

months with activities ranging from book reviews to saving the planet!

There were two big meetings in 2007. the rst was held in London in

January on Vibration and Re-radiated Noise from Train' with 79 attendees
and the second, the two-day Spring conference on sustainability held in

Cambridge in April which attracted I33 participants.Thanks are offered
to all those who attended and to the meeting organisers for all their
efforts. In addition to these two meetings. two consultation responses

were undertaken by BAG in 2007 on the new HTM2045 and the future
of the Code for Sustainable Homes.

In January with theaim of fostering greater communication between

BAG and the ANC the then secretary of the BAG attended the ANC

committee meeting. His attendance is expected to continue and

further co-operation to develop. Focussing on the importance of
multidisciplinary activities the idea of an ambassador for building
acoustics was adopted in August with the aim of achieving greater co♥
operation between the BAG and other institutions with important
roles in building acoustics.This work will continue into 2008 and will,

it is hoped. result in some interesting outcomes.

On the literary front in 2007 members of the BAG committee

reviewed two books and wrote articles for Sitelines, Premier

Construction magazine and Education Business magazine on acoustics

in schools, housing and vibration isolation.

On the international front, in September BAG representatives were
invited to attend the sustainability session of the ICA conference in
Madrid to speak on sustainability and acoustics in the UK.This proved
a fruitful fact-finding mission for the lOA and should lead to further

international building acoustics links and highlighted some topics which
need further focus here in the UK.

Electra-acoustics group

The lnstitute's Electro-acoustics group primarily organised the annual

Reproduced Sound conference. R523, held this year at The Sage

Gateshead. one of the UK's newest music venues. Also this year a
wireless ☁voting system' was used in a number of papers to trial the use

of listening tests in a real auditorium space with a distributed audience.

The conference began with an invited lecture by Dr Michael Barron, an

acoustician☂s view of sound system design for auditoria. Following
papers covered electroacoustics, room acoustics. sound perception
and speech intelligibility, including the Peter Barnett Memorial Award
paper by Dr Graham Bank. Largely thanks to much increased
marketing, attendance was up from 83 to I32 registered delegates.
including 2| students attracted in part by the offer of IO% fees.The

committee was pleased with the response to the programme and is

now planning conference numbers 24 and 25 in the series.

Environmental Noise group

The Environmental Noise group continued to be very active
throughout the yeanThe group was responsible for a one-day meeting
on Developments in Noise Research held in Birmingham in May.

Signi cant progress on the IOAIIEMA Noise Assessment Guidelines
has also been made. with input from members of the ENG. and it is

hoped that the document will be published around June 2008.

In addition, the ENG committee assisted the lOA Council with a

number of consultation responses to external documents from DEFRA
and other organisations. and we continue to liaise with internal and

external groups to ensure that the IDA keeps up to date with the

latest issues in environmental noise.

John Hinton has decided to stand down from the committee. prior to
his term of Presidency of the lOA, which starts in Spring 2008. The
group would also like to take this opportunity of thanking him for all

the work he has put in to the group since its formation, especially for

his patient work in getting the Noise from Pubs and Clubs guide
published. He has been a cornerstone of the group. and his presence at
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committee meetings will be sorely missed.

Measurement and Instrumentation group

The group☂s committee has been responsible for three varied one-day
meetings during 2007.

Rumble in the (Urban) jungle took place in March at the Society of
Chemical Industry in London. Seven papers based around the revision
of 55.6472 relating to the measurement and assessment of human
response to ground-borne vibration attracted an audience of 72 to
what proved to be a thorough examination of the means of dealing
with different aspects of this problematic eld.

In July. the group was at the National Physical Laboratory inTeddington,
London for It☂s practically a quality measurement' which offered advice
and some practical demonstrations on making accurate acoustical
measurements and where unforeseen difficulties may arise. Forty
delegates also enjoyed a tour of the new facilities at the NPL.

The nal one-day meeting of the year was held in September at the
Arden Hotel in Solihull. Perception, Consideration and Closure was looking
into future ways of dealing with aircraft noise and 58 delegates enjoyed
six presentations and a lengthy discussion session on several different
aspects of this contentious topic.

Thanks go to all members of the committee for the active roles they
take in all aspects of the group's activities and to Martin Armstrong for
his secretarial skills on behalf of the group. In 2008, the☁group is
preparing to organise the Autumn Conference, so it will continue to
be busy.

Musical Acoustics group

The Musical Acoustics group still remains effectively dormant.
However. there is now a positive move towards revitalising the group.
The rst AGM for some years is to be held at the lOA 2005 Spring
Conference at Reading University. There is to be a substantial musical
acoustics session at this conference. so it is expected that a signi cant
number will attend the AGM. A plan for future activities will be
prepared by theexisting committee for discussion at the meeting and
agreement by the membership. it is anticipated that this will involve
some form of merger with theMusical Acoustics Research Network
coordinated by Murray Campbell at Edinburgh University.

Noise and Vibration Engineering group

The major event for NVEG in 2007 was the Autumn Conference.
entitled Advances in Noise and Vibration Engineering, focusing on new
diagnostic measurement techniques and their application to control
methods.The technical content of the meeting was very well received
by delegates, although turnout was rather lower than expected. Other
activities included a joint meeting on railway ground-borne noise with
BAG in which JoWebb assisted. and the continued issue of newsletters
prepared by Dave Lewis.

Four main committee meetings were held during the year, alternating
between teleconferencing and meetings either at St Albans or in the
North. with a number of subsidiary teleconference discussions of
particular issues.The AGM was held during the Autumn Conference.

A number of changes to the committee were approved at the
December meeting. David Bull stepped down and was thanked for his
work on the committee over many years. Mike Hewett was appointed
as Secretary and two new committee members Wayne Seeto and
Reuben Peckham were agreed.

joint IOAIIOP Physical Acoustics group

The highlight of the year was the Anglo-French Physical Acoustics
Conference (AFPAC ☁07).This meeting. which is now held annually on
opposite sides of the Channel. was organised jointly with the Groupe
Spécialisé d'Acoustique Physique, Sous-marine et Ultra-sonore of the
Société Francaise d☂Acoustique. On this occasion the delegates headed
south to the Centre de Vacances CNRS at Fre☂jus. Cote d☁Azur in

France for the meeting from l7 to l9 January 2007. The meeting
covered a wide range of topics in physical acoustics with 39 oral papers



being presented. These included six invited speakers who helped to
expand the wide range of topics considered.As usual astrong theme
running through the meeting was the practical application of acoustics
and ultrasound to measurement problems in diverse areas, and the
need for a thorough understanding of the science underlying
such techniques.

In addition a very successfulAGM and tutorial day on physical acoustics
was held at the Institute of Physics in London in September and
attracted 32 delegates. This took the form of three extended lectures
on the general theme of inhomogeneous media and covered the
theory of elastic wave propagation in inhomogeneous and porous
media, and the characterisation of inhomogeneous materials. The

extended format enabled the presenters to provide comprehensive
reviews of their topics.

Speech and Hearing group

Efforts to re-activate the dormant Speech group bore fruit in 2007,
with several members volunteering to join a provisional committee.
This committee had four meetings during 2007, changing the name of
the group to ☁Speech and Hearing☁ with a view to broadening the scope
of the group☂s activities.A one-day meeting on Speech and Hearing in
Learning Environment☂ has been arranged for January 2008.and future
meetings are currently being planned, along with a speech and hearing
session at the Institute☁s Spring Conference 2008.

It is intended that the reformed group will include members whose
interests encompass audiology, speech and language therapy, speech
perception, speech pathology, speech technology, sound recording and

reproduction and aspects of building and architectural acoustics which
relate to speech and hearing.

The committee aims to represent the interests of the Speech and
Hearing group as a whole; promote the understanding, development
and appreciation of high-quality and imaginative solutions for speech
and hearing and their speci c contexts. whether in education,

W AFFAIRS

commercial or domestic settings: encourage its members; and help

inform and develop their work.

The committee wishes to pursue these aims by providing a forum for
exchange of information and experience; arranging opportunities for
continuing professional development (and quality assurance) of its
members; providing a point of contact for practices, potential clients.
marginalised organisations or events compatible with the committee☂s
aims: and supporting collaborations with other groups having shared or
complementary interests.

Underwater Acoustics group

2007 has been another successful year for the Underwater Acoustics
Group, both in terms of conferences held and planning for meetings in
the years ahead,

The year was initiated by a most successful bio-acoustics conference,
held as before at Loughborough University. and organised again by Paul
Lepper and Peter Dobbinst The amazing range of mechanisms for
hearing in the animal kingdom was described by speakers covering a
diverse set of elds of research and many countries. The increasing
interest in the impact of underwater acoustics on marine creatures

worldwide has produced many useful cross-comparisons.

However, the continued absence of the chairman Gary Heald did
provide some concern, although Victor Humphrey provided a very
capable expertise as deputy. Victor☁s other commitments prevented
him from continuing in the role, and Peter Dobbins was persuaded to
take up the responsibility in August,

A second concern was the venue for committee meetings.The facilities
kindly provided at University College London were naturally no longer
available when Hugh Griffiths moved to his new position at
Shrivenham. However, Simon Richards persuaded QinetiQ to provide a

continued on page I2
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London meeting room. and we even get biscuits! It was felt best to

continue with a London venue. given the need for members to travel

from across the UK. and we are very grateful for this facility.

A workshop on underwater radiated noise was arranged at NFL in
May, thanks to Steve Robinson, and was well attended.

Several members took part in the large multi-session IEE conference
Oceans 07 in Aberdeen, which was sponsored by the IOA. as
encouraged by Hugh Griffiths who was involved in the organisation of
the event. This provided an interesting contrast to the much smaller

but more coherent typical IOA underwater conference. where the
choice of sessions and mad dash from one room to another do not
play such a large part.

judith Bell and colleagues at Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh report

considerable appreciation for their conference on Detection and
Classi cation of Underwater Targets. Even so, we feel the need to keep

procedures under review. with the changes in templates for authors

and other technical issues. There is a need to try to preserve the
bene ts of the smaller conference, and we are keen to provide
attendees with printed proceedings to allow them to make best use of
the expertise present.

The committee is already planning meetings and schedules for 2009
and beyond. So far these include a conference and workshop on sonar
performance modelling and the next bio-acoustics meeting.

We have now established new procedures for assessing AB Wood

Medal nominations which we hope will be visibly objective and
impartial. We do. however. have to work on encouraging more

nominations to assess in the rst place. In particular we need to

persuade the entire underwater community in Europe to identify and
nominate suitable nominees.

Finally, we wish to extend our thanks to Gary Heald for his effective
and active chairmanship over the past few years. and to Victor
Humphrey for standing in when Gary became unwel|.We again wish

Gary a speedy recovery and a return to full health in the near future.

Regional Branches

The regional branches of the Institute have been established to further

the technical and social activities of the Institute at local level.

Central branch

The Central branch held three evening meetings during 2007 and had
a one-day visit to RAF Henlow.The average attendance was Is and the

meetings covered a variety of topics: appropriate noise levels inside

new dwellings for external noise. creeping background. the visit to RAF
Henlow and aircraft noise,

We were made to feel very welcome at the meeting venues. NHBC
and RAF Henlow. and thanks are extended to all the speakers and

hosts for the meetings.

The Central branch now has several acoustics ambassadors under the

Setpoint Hertfordshire scheme which promotes science and
engineering in schools. Richard Collman has made a major contribution

to the development of an acoustics workshop activity where teams of

students develop approaches to noise control using test rigs designed

and built by Richard.The efforts made by Richard with the support of
others are to be commended.

The Annual General Meeting was held in December at which all the
existing members of the management committee re-af rmed their

willingness to continue (with some shuf ing of responsibilities) and
were duly approved to take the Central branch forward in 2008 and

beyondThe support of the committee is vital to the success of the
branch and greatly appreciated.

Eastern branch

Over the year the Eastern branch committee has organised ve
technical meetings.These meetings had an average attendance of around
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I6 members and were organised from four committee meetings.

As always. the committee members have tried to provide a wide cross-
section of topics with venues spread across the Eastern region as much

as possible.

Our rst meeting was an afternoon meeting in March when we visited
the British Telecom Acoustic Testing facility at Martlesham and also
received a talk on Use of optic bres for sound and vibration measurement
by Ray Scholey,This was followed in April by a meeting at the Ramada
Hotel. Colchester delivered by Mike Stigwood on Alton Towers - How
screams equals a nuisance. In May. we visited Celestion International Ltd
at Claydon near Ipswich where Ian White and Mark Dodds gave us a
presentation on Developments in loudspeaker design followed by a tour
of their production and R&D facility. After the summer break our
branch members returned in October to enjoy an eveningmeeting at
Woodbridge Cruising Club entitled Do audiagrams tell the whole story
delivered by Prof Ted Evans. Our AGM was combined with our nal
meeting in November at the Ramada Hotel, Colchester when Carmel
Briggs delivered a lecture on ☁sound healing'.

On reflection our meeting numbers have shown a decline over the
years and we all. as members. need to try and attend as many meetings

as we can to keep our active branch buoyantThis improved attendance
will make possible social events. which we have not been able to offer
effectively recently.

Finally. it is also essential that we encourage new members to join our
committee to enable the organisation of all the regional functions to
continue. so please feel free to put your name forward if you wish
to help.

Irish Branch

This year has seen two events organised by the Irish Branch of the

Institute of Acoustics. In September we held a visit to the new hemi-
anechoic test facility at the F GWilson (Engineering) Ltd site in Larne.
The facility is one of Europe's largest and was certainly an impressive
sight. In November we held the second Gerry McCuIIagh Memorial
Lecture.The presentation Sure You're Sure? was given by Gerry's friend
of many years. Geoff Kerry. It was a pleasure to have a number of
former colleagues ofGerry's attend the lecture, along with a number
of his family: his widow,mother. daughter and grandson. and also Kevin
Macan-Lind. his wife Linda and Geoff☁s wife joan. As well ashaving an
invited guest giving a presentation on their chosen topic, the branch

also presented a certi cate for the best-performing IoA Diploma
student resident in Ireland (both north and south). This year the
certi cate was presented to Pamela Christie. an Environmental Health

Officer with Antrim Borough Council.

The branch committee welcomed Damian Kelly and Ray Walsh
on board.

London branch

The London branch has had another buoyant year including an
interesting half-day visit, our annual dinner and an extensive
programme of evening meetings.

A total of eight events were held throughout the year.There were six

evening meetings. a half-day visit to the CCSR/l-Lab facilities at the

University of Surrey, and our annual dinner.

Attendance at the meetings and functions has been excellent and we

are pleased to announce. yet again, that we have seen a steady rise in

the number of people attending compared with the previous year.

The half-day visit held in March came about following an interesting
evening talk in 2006 by Amber Naqvi of Sonic Element relating to
studio acoustics. The visit included a tour of the l-Lab Multimedia
facilities at the University of Surrey.The tour was most informative and
included

- a demonstration of the VisLab, which is a 7.5m by 2.5m semi-
cylindrical,active-stereo, rear projected visualisation screen. 340-
speaker IOSONO WFS 3D audio system, and a virtual reality
system allowing rendering of virtual environments in 3D video and

3D audio;



' a visit to the I-Lab, a research facility with the aim of developing
innovative ways of uslng multimedia andcommunlcation technologies;

' a visit to the studio facility. with demonstrations of current research
including extending the audible boundaries of a room with
loudspeaker arrays. sound source localisation with different
microphone array geometries, virtual visualobjects responding to
sounds. binaural audio for mobile devices, wave propagation and
source directivity synthesis with digital waveguide mesh. and lter
interpolation for sound synthesis.

The visit was heavily oversubscribed and proved to be an excellent
half-day.

The annual dinner was held in November at the Bleeding Heart
Restaurant in Holborn. The guest speaker was Joe O☁Herlilhy. the
legendary sound engineer for the great rock band, U2. Joe gave an
insight into his varied career starting from when he ran a music shop
in Ireland over 30 years ago. to working with artistes such as Rory
Gallagher. REM. the Cranberries and many others. His work with U2
over the past 25 years was presented with numerous stories of life
from the ☜other end of the microphone☂. His after-dinner talk sparked
a number of questions from the oor and the discussions followed well
into the late evening

A big thank-you is offered to all the speakers who took part at all the
events that have made the 2007 IOA London Branch calendar so
interesting.A full programme is being planned for this forthcoming year
and we look forward to the continued support from our members.

Midlands branch

2007 was another successful year for the Midlands branch.We had six
well»attended meetings with a wide and interesting range of subjects.

- Industrial Applications of Ultrasonics by Mike Swanwick. Rolls-Royce, in
January at Atkins. Birmingham

' Soundscapes - a view from the GLA by Alan Bloom eld Noise Strategy
Team Greater London Authority, in March at Scott
Wilson☂s Nottingham

' Half-day meeting on aircraft noise, with Ben Hanley, Birmingham
International Airport. Darran Humpheson, RPS Group, andMike

Swanwick. Rolls-Royce, in May at Birmingham International Airport

- An update on DEFRA noise research by Richard Perkins. Principal
Acoustic Consultant (PBL) and consultant noise research manager.
DEFRA. in July at Scott Wilson, Nottingham

- A presentation of student projects by Ian Grove (noise exposure of
a semi-professional rock musician) and Kevin Emery (noise
exposure of window tters) in September at Derby University

' Assessment ofnoise impacs ofspeed options on the M32 by Tim
Clarke. pollution control manager. Bristol City Council. in
November at Scott Wilson. Nottingham.

The branch committee also held its traditional ☜November Curry☂
planning meeting where we plan the next year☂s events. We are
expecting another full programme of six meetings, one every
other month.

John Hinton stepped down from the position of chairman after many
years at the helm.We would like to take this opportunity to thankjohn
for his enthusiasm and drive which has had a signi cant impact on the
resounding growth and success of the branch. John has agreed to
continue as a committee member during his Presidency of the IDA.

The branch also lost two other key committee members, owing to
retirement. namely Ron Hawkes and Mike Fillery.We wish them well
and thank them for their sterling support over the years. We still
expect to see them in the future, as they are not totally off the hook!

North-west branch

Meetings commenced in 2007 in February with a visit to the Royal
School for the Deaf and Communications Disorders in Cheadle
Hulme. There, Jane Douglas and Rob Phillips provided a thought
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provoking and enlightening presentation on Challenges in Teaching
Impaired Pupils with Additional Complex Needs.

In April at Arup, Dr David Hiller ofAmp Acoustics and Colin Cobbing
of Temple Group Ltd, took us ablythrough the DEFRA Research into
Human Response to Vibration in Residential Environments. The question-
and-answer session appeared to indicate that there was some way to
go with ongoing research following this pilot study.

Our ef ciently held AGM at BDP in September was ably supported by
a presentation on Noise Maps & Local Action Plans. John Hinton and
Andrew jellyman of Birmingham City Council☁s Environmental

Protection Unit explained why and how updated noise maps have been
produced, the difficulties in obtaining all the necessary baseline data,
and how the results are being used to develop local action plansThe
local action plans did appear to be hampered by a very small budget

In November, at Arup, Professor Chris Plack from University of
Lancaster presented Making Sense of Sound and provided, to a well-
attended meeting, an insight (or insound!) into the way the ear and
brain process sound and whether psychoacoustics can help us to make
smarter measurements of sound.

The year ended in December on a high note with a very successful
meeting organised by theNorth-west branch for the joint Engineering
Institutes in the north-west of England.The meeting was held at the
Museum of Science and Industry where Professor Trevor Cox of
University of Salford presented Musical Engineering and proceeded to
entertain a packed lecture theatre with instruments made from
vegetables and the worlds biggest whoopee cushion.

As every year, we are grateful to all those who provided venues for

hosting the meetings and. of course, assisted with the organisation of
the meetings. Thanks also to Bureau Veritas, where Paul Freeborn

arranges a venue and refreshments, for committee meetings, and to all
the committee who are still waiting for some young ideas to be tabled.

A special thanks to Paul Michel who allegedly has been secretary for
ten years, but who keeps on going with his good humour and
relaxed approach.

Scottish branch

The Scottish branch☁s 2007 Annual General Meeting was held in
December in the unique setting of Edinburgh's new Scottish
Storytelling Centre, situated on the Old Town's Royal Mile.

The evening began with a short presentation from the Director of the
Storytelling Centre, Dr Donald Smith, on the use of the venue and
some of its specialist design features, including black-out modes
and high specification lighting. Richard MacKenzie of the Robin
MacKenzie Partnership. who was involved in the initial design of the
Storytelling Court and auditorium then outlined some of the problems
and difficulties the design team had to overcome in achieving its
planning criteria.This was no easy task as the glazed roof of the centre
(which would be used for ceilidh bands) was directly overlooked by
residential properties.

Afterwards the group retired to a nearby Italian restaurant for some
much needed refreshments and relaxation.The attendance to both the
meeting and social night were excellent and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves

Once again we enjoyed the company of Kevin Macan-Lind and his wife,
Linda, for the presentations and evening social event.

Particular thanks are due to Sean Smith from the Robin MacKenzie
Partnership for all his work in organising the presentations and social
evening that followed.

We were pleased to welcome Nicola Riddoch to the Scottish branch
committee as our new young persons☁ representative. Many thanks are
due to Nicola for agreeing to take up this post. The Secretary and
Treasurer of the Scottish branch remain unchangedThanks are due to
Andy Watson for continuing to look after branch financial matters and
to all committee members for their continued support during 2007.
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Southern branch

Andrew Bullmore from Hoare Lea Acoustics gave a presentation on
Wind Farm Noise, its Generation, Propagation andAssessment in MarchThe
talk centred on the use of ETSU-R-97 as the accepted methodology for

assessment of noise and also addressed source generation
mechanisms, the method for measurement of turbine source noise for
the derivation of sound power levels and the impact of wind farms at
noise sensitive receptors This included a discussion of the particular
characteristics of wind farm emissions, including the more complex
mechanisms such as enhanced amplitude modulation.The meeting was
well-attended by an audience of 30, and the formal presentation was
followed by a lively discussion.

South-west branch

The committee met twice in 2007 and organised two branch meetings.

The rst was a social gathering held in july at the Avon Gorge Hotel,
overlooking that famous Bristol landmark, Brunel☂s Clifton Suspension
Bridge.The meeting was enjoyed by around I6 members from a variety
of acoustics disciplines and employment backgrounds, and involved
food, drink, and swapping of acoustical anecdotes, experiences and also.
perhaps more importantly, business cards!

Our one formal meeting was again hosted by the University of the
West of England and our thanks are again due to the university. This
meeting, held in October, was attended by around 24members and

involved an interesting presentation about robust details by David

Baker of Robust Details.

It is hoped that the branch can build on this for 2008 and promote
more meetings, and stimulate greater involvement from other

members across the region. However, we do recognise that the sheer
size of the region, spreading as it does from Gloucester all the way to
Land☂s End, poses some considerable geographical challenges to a

higher level of involvement, and attendance at meetings. For example,
Manchester is nearer to Bristol than is Plymouth.

Our secretary, Stan Simpson, has not enjoyed the best of health in 2007

and our best wishes are with him for a better year in 2008.

Yorkshire and Humberside branch

At our annual meeting in the University of Leeds members of the
branch were given the opportunity to learn exciting facts about the

sounds of food and the use of acoustics for the material
characterisationtThis excellent talk and demonstration was presented
in july by Professor Malcolm Povey who works in the Procter
Department of Food Sciences at Leeds. Professor Povey in his lecture
drew useful metaphors of light scattering to help appreciate sound
propagation and its application to the measurement of the properties

of complex inhomogeneous materials such as foods His talk was
followed by a tour of the laboratories at the Procter Department of
Food Sciences which hosts an impressive range of facilities for analysis

of foods and other types of organic materials.
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TABLE ZTGROUP MEMBERSHIP

Group 2006 2001

BuildingAcoustics 972 953

. Electroacoustics 229 243

I Environmental Noise Ilas I293

I Measurement&Instrumentation 325 354

Musical Acoustics |66 |86

, NoiseandVibration Engineering 777 315

Physiml Acoustics | | | I28

Speech ||6 I25

I Underwater Acoustics I33

  

Branch 2006
I Central 79

Eastern 24:;
I Irish 116

London 630
Midlands 330

i NorthWest 347
Overseas Z9|
Scottish |4|

SouthWest 245
Southern 483

I Yorkshire 8t Humberside 104

 

|56

5|9

 

2|3

TABLE": DETAILS'OF'EMPL'OYMENTh♥☁m

  

,J

i Employment Category 1006 1007

Architectural Practice 26 33

Consultancy |033 I I77

Education l98 290

Industry and Commerce 340 347

I Public Authority 494 505

Research & Development 200 20]

I Retired l05 |06

I Other 84 9|

TABLE 5: MEETINGS ATTENDANCE'iN 1007

, Topic. Date &Venue Attendance '

Vibration and Structure-borne Noise 79
14 January. London

i The Art of Being a Consultant 49
☁. 6 March, London

Rumble in the (Urban) Jungle? 72
I3 March, London

i Windiarm Noise 80
l. 20 March.Swa ham

Fourth International Conference on Bio-acoustics 72
lO- I 2 April, Loughborough

,, Spring Conference 2007:The Sound of Sustainability m
I 14-25 April, Cambridge

Measurement of Underwater Radiated Noise 38
23 MayTeddington
Micro Wind Turbines 72
I Iune.Solihull
The Art of Being a Consultant 53
5 June, Manchester

lt☁s Practically a Quality Measurement 40
|| JuIyTeddington
Detection, Clasi cation or Underwater Targets 86
|8-l9 September. Edinburgh

p Perception, Consideration and Closure 58
25 September. Solihull

Autumn Conference 2007:Advances in Noise 72
and Vibration Engineering l7-l8 October, Oxford

I Reproduced Sound 23 I '3
29-30 November, Gateshead

l 7,- - ♥ ,_..e,,
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W AFFAIRS

Studiosorba sound absorbing panels reduce echo and
reverberation by vibrating with the acoustic energy in the
room and converting it into heat therefore preventing it
from being re ected back into the room and causing
interference. Studiosorba sound absorbers are used in a
number of areas primarily music rooms and studios but
they are also used in other areas where echo and
reverberation may be a problem.

The Studiosorba range is manufactured from grey
combustion modified acoustic foam and consists of:

0 Disc Absorbers

- Cube and Rectangular Absorbers

0 Corner Bass Absorbers

o Wedge and Pyramid Absorbers

www.soundsorba.com

TEL: 01494 536888 Email: 'nfo@soundsorba.com

  

John Hinton OBE

 

he Institute of Acoustics (IOA) is pleased to announce the
appointment ofjohn Hinton OBE as its new President for a two-

year period John takes over from Colin English of The English
Cogger Partnership.

john Hinton started work at I6 at the National Physical Laboratory,
rstly as a scienti c assistant, but rose through the ranks to the post of
assistant experimental of cer in his early twenties. He then moved to
Birmingham and has worked for Birmingham City Council exclusively
on noise issues ever since.

He is particularly well-known as a noise mapping guru and his present
post as special projects of cer, noise, means he is lead officer on the
production of noise maps and action plans for noise management
in Birmingham.

john, who is a Fellow of the Institute of Acoustics, has been a very
active supporter of the Institute since he became a member in I980.
He has been chairman of the Midlands branch of the Institute since its
inception and was chairman of the Institute☁s working party on noise
from pubs and clubs, which produced the IOA's Good Practice Guide
on the Control of Noise from Pubs and Clubs.

Outside the IOA John is currently chairman of the National Ambient
Noise Committee of the Environmental Protection UK and is an
advisor on environmental noise matters (particularly noise mapping)
for the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA). He was also chairman of the European Commission working
group on noise mapping from I998 to 2002, and chairman of the
European Commission's working group for the assessment of
exposure to noise between 2002 and 2005. He is currently chairman
of the European Environment Agency☂s working groupon assessment
of exposure to noise.

In 2005, he received the well-deserved national honour of an OBE for

 

services to noise assessment.

On taking up his appointment, John commented that he was both

honoured and delighted to become the President of such a respected

and vibrant institutions The Institute had come a long way since he

joined.There were many exciting developments taking place and he

looked forward to working with all at the IOA to develop the

Institute further.
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WGGNFERENGE 2008:
mailman2008

SEE IT HEAR!
Demonstrating Current and Emerging Techniques For Sound Measurement

he Autumn Conference 2008 is being organised by the

Measurement 8( Instrumentation group and expects to present a

slightly different approach from conferences in some previous years.

The Conference is divided into four sections covering

' General measurement practice and techniques

- Specialist measurement and environmental applications

' Measurements of acoustic perception and response

- Source location and acoustic imaging

In addition there will be special presentation on The Future of STI and

lntelligibility Measurements.

Approximately 50% of the session time will be devoted to practical

demonstrations of the topics from leading exponents in their fields.

 

These will include measuring noise in the entertainment industry,

corroborating noise maps with actual measurements, analysing tonal

assessments in the eld. applications of 3D microphone arrays, noise

source identi cation inside vehicles, and the pitfalls of setting up

measuring equipment correctly for a variety of applications.

in addition, there will be an audience participation event to discover

the preferred sound for car interiors of the future

The emphasis will be on practical solutions to measurement problems.

and a full two-day programme has been organised.A brochure with full

details including a booking form is now available.

For more information, contact the lOA or the Measurement &

Instrumentation Group, Chairman: Richard Tyler.

tel: 0 I 462 6386 I 8, email: richard@avi.fls.com
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Certi cate Name: Certi cate of Competence in Workplace Noise Risk Assessment

Exam Date: 7 March 2008

EEF Shef eld
Allwood R

Courtney G
Flitton J A
HzllT J

Roser N R

Shaw M A
Webster J P

Colchester Institute
Herwin P N
Mitchell J L
Tack K

West S M

EEF Northern
Habgood R o
Quigley N

ch (USA)
Borrayo R
Nagy M

Westcott B

Leeds Metropolitan University

Allen T B
aoyes E
Briggs T

China M D
Evans 8 P
Mundh J 5
O'Brien M

Stevenson L6

[51390153
Certificate Name: Certi cate of Competence in Environmental Noise Assessment

Exam Date: I l April 2008

Hall 5

Jarosz M

Limb AV
Noonan J c
Rahman A E

Rushton N
Soulier D

Weston TA
Williams S R
Young 5 E

Bel Educational
Noise Courses

Champion J
Gorman R J
Grant A
HurstA
Kibaris M
Lewin A P

McClelland A M

McConnachie L
Mclndoe K

NisbetA M

Penny 5 J
Smith E L

Taylor D
Waldron K J
Young P J

Cokhester Institute

Bell J H
Bowen H J
Cook J R
Cox LW

GromoffA N
Hanna C

Hart J c
Hornshaw M

Lwanga R
Warren R L

University oiBirmingham
Brader K

Cross l

Evans G
Flynn c E 8

Ford R

Gilks z J
Grif ths H M

Hall 5 R
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University of Derby
Ashbourne W
Staines A K
Wilsl'law H

EEF Shef eld
Clarke 5 D
Clayton J P
Donohoe J J
Elliot M S
FIittonJA

Huskinson B
Lenihan R
Meier K s
Wilson N

Leeds Metropolitan
University
CanavarT

Millard D
Moon J

ShackleyW P
StevensonT A
Tallentire E E

Willis R

Liverpool University
Birmingham D M
Carpenter C

Doyle M B
Gri iths G L

Haynes E J
Kelly J

Lee P J D
Manniex G M

Mortley LM
Norbury 3w

PhillipsA
Richardson J A

Tims K

Wilkinson 6 J

Newcombe J
Nizamuddin s

PapnaiA
Perella L P

Thomas D M
Viechweg D M
Wood N

University oi the
West oi England

Bailes J M
Broad l

Douglas lW

GardnerA K
Grif n H

Hartrey c L
Hobson S E
Kinchin G

LaneW

Morgan R
Neal c J

Roberts T D
Stallard S

Williamson R

NESCOT

Alabi O A

Bhatti H S
Chalmers N B

Duffy L M
Eastland K E M

Groom S

Javed A
Kadri ZA

Mulowoza M
Nelson J 



 

   

  

eeting Report

Outdoor sound prediction: grounds for improvement

This evening meeting on Wednesday I? March attracted a large
audience (27 members, two non-members) who crammed into Scott
Wilson☁s meeting room to hear Keith Attenborough☁s informative
presentation. His talk covered the various ground interference effects,
which is an important factor in outdoor sound prediction.

W AFFAIRS

He then went on to describe the recently developed HARMONOISE
scheme which includes seven ground categories, compared to ISO

96l3-2 where outdoor sound surfaces are either acoustically ☁hard☁

or☁soft'.

The presentation outlined methods of predicting, measuring and
controlling outdoor ground effects. Keith discussed the pros and cons
of various ground impedance models, and reviewed the methods of
measuring ground impedance. He concluded his informative
presentation with a review of research into hooded crow calls. He
then answered a large number of questions from the oor.

Thanks are offered to Keith for an excellent presentation, and to Scott

Wilson for their hospitality.

Workplacem @GIQE☁J
IOA☂s ve-day Certi cate of Competence Course in Workplace Noise Assessment

 

urrently the Certi cate of Competence in Workplace Noise
Assessment is delivered twice a year by twelve IOA-approved

Institutions within the UK. As a result of an approach from Princess
Cruises, one of these institutions (RRC Training) delivered the March
presentation in California. Since Princess Cruise ships y the red
ensign, their emphasis was on British health and safety standards.
Having shipped essential equipment in advance. David Wenham of RRC
Training ew out to tutor this pioneering presentation of CCWPNA
and invigilate the exam which was taken first thing in the morning on

Friday 7 March, to coincide with the UK examinations. Davd said that
unfortunately he was only ying out for the presentation and would

Certi cate courses:

-The Certi cate of Competence in Environmental Noise

Measurement, aimed at producing delegates who are able to

make and report environmental noise measurements in a

competent manner;

-The Certi cate in the Management of Occupational Exposure to

Hand-arm Vibration,which Is aimed at producrng delegates who are

able to appreciate the nature of HAV in the workplace and advise

employers how to meet their legal duties. 7

not have time to look around. For further information on the Certi cate courses, please contact the

IOA on telephone 0|727 848l95, e-mail education@ioa.org.uk

or visit the IDA web site at www.ioa.org.ukleducation.asp
Dates of courses vary depending on the Centre (see
www.ioa.org.ukleducation.asp).The Institute also offers two other

We Are Currently Recruiting... For caliber People
R E C R U IT M E N T To Be Based In The Midlands.CHI-l

To assist in the leadership and management of the Environment team, with a particular emphasis on Environmental Noise, its assessment

and incorporation into the planning process. This is a superb opportunity for a Member of the Institute of Acoustics requiring a high level of

technical input to Noise Assessment work to PPG24, BS4142 and DMRB. This role is offering an excellent package.

Key Tasks - Technical (I

Detailed input to preparation and planning for site monitoring, reporting and potential, mitigation techniques. Experience in

undertaking noise and air quality assessments including use of technical software such asCADNA Writing and reviewing technical

noise assessment reports suitable for planning purposes and possible planning appeals. Prepare and provide expert witness

capability at public inquiries and planning appeals./
/

Qualifications:
Degree (2(i) or better) in Acoustics, Audio-Technology, Physics or related field Appropriate level Professional membership ♥

Member of Institute of Acoustics is essential; and CIWEM, MICE, lEMA as a secondary qualification would be of benefit.

Skills & Experience:

Experience in motivating and leading project teams working on environmental projects. Thorough technical knowledge in

environmental noise assessment for planning purposes, and Air Quality assessments and Environmental Statements. Good

working knowledge of EIA guidelines, planning processes environmental assessment methods and legislation. Major technical input

into environmental projects or environmental aspects of larger projects. Be familiar with the operation of Environmental Management

systems. Ability to write high quality reports. Good user capability of Microsoft Office, in particular Word and Excel,

Powerpoint. Ability to co-ordinate a team of engineers/scientists. Excellent communication skills (both written and verbal)

Candidates must have a full driving licence. An appropriate level of relevant experience to operate at a team leader level or above.

For further details please contact | carol@chhrecruitment.co.uk Acoustics Bulletin july/August 2008 I9
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ver eighty delegates attended the meeting on noise nuisance,
held on 5 March 2008. There were eight presentations

illustrating the wide variety of approaches now available for dealing
with noise nuisance.

INSTITUTE

  

    

The opening presentation, entitled The emerging strategy was given by
Helen Mathews of DEFRA. Although Helen emphasised that DEFRA
policy was still in a state of review and development, she gave an
indication of some of the main issues under consideration. She
outlined the current approaches to neighbour and neighbourhood

noise, ambient noise strategies and statutory nuisance and considered

the potential advantages and difficulties of embracing a single noise
strategy to include all of these. The main aims as far as current thinking
went would be to minimise adverse health impacts. to improve quality
of life and promote sustainable development through improved

management of noise - striking a balance by recognising that noise is a

consequence of development and cannot be avoided altogether. Helen
also indicated that DEFRA are concerned that the Rogers review may
have had an effect on local authorities' resources for noise work and
DEFRA would be interested to hear from local authorities about this.
DEFRA also considered that there could be a case for consolidating
noise legislation, but that might necessitate divorcing statutory noise
nuisance from the wider provisions on statutory nuisance. That might

not be a good idea and DEFRA would also be interested to hear views

on this.

Chris Chittock of Dragon y Acoustics spoke about the problems of
the introduction of the smoking ban in public places, and of issues
arising from the use of smoking shelters. After outlining the relevant

regulations and explaining their impact on licensed premises he
reviewed possible mitigation measures and presented two case studies.
He highlighted the need for more government guidance to local
authorities so that they in turn could better advise owners of licensed
premises. At the moment there is a con ict between the need to meet
the requirements of the anti-smoking regulations, police requirements
for public order (if clients are smoking in the street outside licensed
premises), the need to minimise of noise impact from people smoking
oumide close to residences, and planning requirements relating to
smoking shelters. Chris then posed a number of questions for
discussion by theaudience including the issue of the best method for
assessing this type of noise, and he then led a lively and lengthy debate
on this issue, which was obviously of great interest to delegates.

The next presentation was by Duncan McNab from the Scottish
Executive who spoke about the implementation of noise provisions of

the Antisocial Behaviour (Scotland) Act 2004. These provisions gave
local authorities in Scotland additional powers to tackle problems of
antisocial noise in dwellings up to 24 hours a day via a xed penalty
notice system for breach of permitted noise levels within domestic
dwellings. Duncan described the background to the implementation
and the review of the provisions. Factors contributing to their success

were the initial direct funding of local authority ASB noise service
teams by the Scottish government (covering manpower, equipment and
training needs), the flexible implementation arrangements whereby
local authorities could opt to implement one of three levels of service
(eg a full 24-hour. 7-day service in cities,Thursdays to Sundays in urban
areas, and a weekend night-time service in rural areas) and the

successful noise measurement training courses accredited by theIOA
and REHIS. In reviewing future Scottish government plans to control
ASB Duncan mentioned one item which will be of particular interest
to delegates: a forthcoming research report by Napier University on
the impact of the smoking ban on ASBA noise outside pubs and clubs
in 2008.

In the nal presentation of the morning Dani Fiumicelli talked about
the use of the Licensing Act 2003 to control noise nuisance from
patrons of licensed premises. He presented two case studies
demonstrating how noise monitoring had been used to provide

Acoustics Bulletin July/August 2008

evidence of patron noise in licensing appeal cases and also presented

the results of a survey conducted among local authorities and noise

consultants about the methodologies and criteria that have been used
for the assessment of patron at licensed premises.The survey indicates

that a variety of assessment procedures and criteria were in use and

that this re ected the need to take into account a number of varying

factors such as the type of noise. the nature and character of the
locality, and the frequency of occurrence and duration of the noise. In

the absence of any specific guidance issued under theAct, he concluded
that further structured research would be useful in facilitating a better

understanding of the problem of patron noise and how it might be
more effectively assessed, mitigated and managed.

Alick Natton of Vale of White Horse DC described the legal

framework relating to Antisocial Behaviour Orders (ASBOs) and how

they can be used as part of a toolkit of measures available to deal with

domestic noise nuisance and how they dovetail into more traditional

statutory noise nuisance remedies. He presented a case study which

described in detail the evidence that needs to be gathered and the

important links and liaisons that have to be made with all other

involved parties, which are crucial to a successful outcome. His

detailed account contained valuable advice to others thinking of

pursing this approach. He concluded that the use of A5305 was
perhaps most appropriate in the most unresponsive of cases where

defendants had failed to change their behaviour and where there was

a range of antisocial behaviours being displayed. They werenot a

substitute for conventional Abatement Notices, but they did provide an

extra level of sanction.

Mike Stigwood of MAS Environment gave a comprehensive review of

the role of expert witnesses in nuisance cases. He emphasised the duty

of experts to act as servant tothe court and to con ne themselves to

informing the court about the technical issues before them rather than

offering their own opinion about the nuisance. Such a role demanded

qualities of impartiality, neutrality, consistency, openness, honesty and

transparency. He considered the different positions of both
environmental health of cers and noise consultants acting as expert

witnesses, and the different rules of evidence that applied in different

types of courts, since nuisance cases could fall under civil.quasi-civil or

criminal procedures.

The next presentation was by Peter Mapp who spoke about noise

nuisance from public address systems. He reviewed the use of PA

systems and indicated that the primary cause of an increasing number

of PA nuisance problems lay in their proximity to residential buildings
and the need for the PA system to overcome high local ambient noise

levels at the reception points in order to deliver acceptable levels of
speech intelligibility. The nuisance problem was exacerbated because

even unwanted speech was an attention-drawing sound: we nd it

dif cult ignore because we are programmed to detect and listen to it.
Using case studies from railway stations and from industry Peter

illustrated how noise nuisance could be reduced using both

commonsense solutions (such as relocating loudspeakers or reducing

the use of non-essential PA messages), together with more technical

electro-acoustical solutions (such as adaptive signal processing to
respond to varying ambient noise levels, adjustment of system

frequency response and use of more directional loudspeakers).

The final presentation was byJim Grif ths ofVanguardia Consulting and

Tony Garton, acoustics consultant, who used their presentation to

summarise and pull together the various approaches to nuisance

presented throughout the day. The title of their paper An end to
nuisance? gave anindication of their concern that the variety of recent

new approaches to nuisance assessment might jeopardise the more

traditional approach based on experience and judgement capable of

adapting the assessment to take into account a wide variety of factors
and situations, in favour of a more formulaic, noise nuisance by

numbers only, approach. Tony and lim also used their presentation as
the basis for the nal end of meeting question and answer session.
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Us THE BEST NOIS
SoundPLAN is recognised around the globe as the leader in noise evaluation and mapping
software Our advanced modelling capabilities will help you manage potential noise
problems before they arise, keeping your project on budget and time. SoundPLAN 6.5
has many new tools for managing complex projects. ®

*INTEGRATED NOISE CONTROL for road, rail, industry

and leisure noise planning - one software package for any size or type

of evaluation

*CONFlDENCE we stand behind you with 20 years experience and
are committed to supporting you in the years to come.

*SECURITY Know you☂re ready for future revisions with every project

thoroughly documented.

☁CONSIDERABLY FASTER calulations.
☜WINDOWS VISTA compatability

Contact us for a demo CD
UK & Ireland Distributor .

David Winterbottom soundPLAN Essential the
compact versron Is for

davidwinterbottom@ntlworld.COm

01223 911950 / 07050 116 950
www.soundplan.com

complex projects. ;

SoundPLAN UK&I .
occasronal users and less P
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Meeting Report

full complement of | IO delegates attended the one-day meeting
organised by the IOA Measurement and Instrumentation Group

on the subject of Meeting the Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005
in Music and Entertainment With the regulations coming into effect for
the entertainment industry on 6 April 2008 the meeting provided a
timely opportunity to listen to the expertise of a range of specialists

on a subject which provokes many strong opinions.

  

    

Dave Smeatham (Health and Safety Executive) gave an introduction to
the Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 by giving a brief
discussion of the mechanisms involved in hearing damage and some
background information on the regulations. The principles of risk
assessment were outlined along with design considerations to reduce
noise exposure in clubs including absorption, physical separation,
directional loudspeakers and anti-vibration mounts. Dave also
highlighted the management issues such as education and health
surveillance and the ways in which these can be implemented
practically by employers.

Dr Christian Meyer-Bisch (Except International Consultants, Paris)

presented a fascinating piece of research on the various hearing

disorders experienced by musicians and professionals in the

entertainment industry.Various hearing disorders were illustrated by
showing a sample of audiograms conducted on over 500 musicians

who have attended Christian☁s clinics.The narrow band reduction in
hearing sensitivity was explained as being is a common indicator of
noise induced hearing loss.The phenomenon was then illustrated with
the audiograms of brass players, D15 and drummers who all exhibited
slightly different symptoms.

Suzanna Everton (Occupational Health and Safety Practitioner)
explored the problem of controlling noise in orchestras where there
are a complex range of issues involved. One of the fundamental
problems is that increased volume of music is pleasurable to the
listeners the musicians play for. Suzanna showed examples of typical

sound exposures for various musicians and also comments from the
musicians which suggested a high degree of resistance to measures
proposed to reduce those exposures. It was suggested that these
barriers could be overcome by management of the issues involved.

Jacqueline Patel (Noise Scientist, Health and Safety Laboratory)
presented the findings of her survey into what musicians think of
hearing protection. The survey found that although there are many
types of hearing protection available to professional musicians, relatively
few use them despite many musicians reportingsome sort of hearing

problems. The main obstacle to getting musicians to wear hearing
protection is that they believe that it compromises their performance
which is ☜demoralising and depressing" for a professional musician.

Chris Durant (Head of Technical Operations, The Sage. Gateshead)
showed how the regulations affect an entertainment venue and their
obligation to look after the musicians and other staff who work for
them. He showed that in many situations it is common sense that staff
are being exposed to high sound dose levels, but that hearing
protection is only one of the ways in which they tackle the problem.As
well as education for every member of staff in the venue, Chris
explained how noise exposure is reduced at the Sage by managing the
issues involved, such as staff rotation, acoustic barriers, venue layouts
and moving people away fromthe sound sources.

Dave Womack (Blackpool Council) gave an interesting viewpoint on the
regulations by considering how they are likely to be enforced. Although
Dave no longer works for Blackpool Council, he explained how previous
legislation was enforced and then considered the potential obstacles to
the enforcement of the new legislation in the entertainment industry.
Dave suggested that local authorities may only enforce the new
regulations if they had done so with the previous regulations as there
were numerous issues within local authority administrations which
prevent the new legislation from being a high priority.
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A vane of o<cupations wa reprsented

Christian Meyer-Bisch

Jim Grif ths (Vanguardia Consulting)demonstrated the implications of
the regulations in the live sound industry and outlined some of the
measures now being taken to protect staff at these events.
Measurements at several events had shown that staff at live outdoor
events were often exposed to LEP'd levels in excess of |00dB.Although
many of those staff would be able to wear hearing protection (eg.
security, rst aid staff). there were several staff at high-risk of hearing
damage who believed that wearing hearing protection would
compromise their ability to carry out their jobs (eg. front-of-house
sound engineer). The latest ☜ at-response☝ hearing protection is
targeted at exactly these kinds of users and it is believed thatbetter
education will increase their use amongst the high-risk staff.

Martin Marmoy-Haynes (jEM Safety Management Ltd) and Stephen
Dance (London South Bank University) presented a case study of their
risk assessment implementation at the Royal Academy of Music.Their
assessment methods encompassed a range of methods including
dosimetry, sound level surveys and diary analysis of musicians playing a
variety of instruments.The results showed that a signi cant proportion
of musicians were showing early signs of hearing loss, the highest risk
group being brass players. Various techniques were suggested to
manage the problem which included not only the wearing of hearing
protection but also education of the musicians on ways to reduce their
noise exposure,

The variety of occupations represented by the attendees showed that

the Control of Noise at Work Regulations are affecting a range of
people in the entertainment industry and the speakers provided great
insight into the issues involved and ways of addressing them.Thanks
were expressed to Liz Brueck for organising a very successful and well
attended meeting.



Dav Womac

 

Warden Amtstrong LLP is u successful mulli-
disciplinury consultancy. At the hem of our
business lies a group of outstanding people,
Working together with our Clients we deliver added
value and solutions In challenging problems in the
environment. We would like to make the following
appointment at our Head Of ce in Staffordshire

WardeII Armstrong
Engiwbtglt owimunnnnl Solunnr

 

SENIOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST/
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST (ACOUSTICS)

The Role: The work is varied covering a range of acoustic
investigations and environmental impact assessments. Project work will

include modelling environmental sound pressure levels, monitoring

noise levels and the design of noise schemes Coupled with the

preparation of reports. Experience in relation to sound insulation testing

would be desirable

The Applicant: Applicants should betechnically quali ed with a
recognised quali cation in Acoustics and Noise Control, hold AMlOA

or MIOA status and preferably have at least I - 2 years post

quali cation experience. Experience gained in a consultancy or local
government environment would be advantageous. Due to the nature of

the work you may be required to travel throughout the UK.

Career Progression: If you are motivated. committed to excellence and
have good report writing skills we offer excellent career prospects and

actively supporl involvement in professional institutions.

How to Apply: Applicants should complete our application form
available at wwwrwardell-armstrongscom

Please quote job reference number: STAFFSISEs♥Es-A/oa

Closing date for applications : Monday 11 August 2008

   
Applications In: Patricia Goodcnild, Human Resources Manager

Waniell Armstrong LLP, Sir Henry Doullnn House, Forge lnue, Etruria. Slolte on Trent, STl nan.
E-mail: tgoodohildowardellarmstrongcom Web: wwwwardell-armslrongsom

Wardell Armstrong is an Equal Opportunities Employer

        

INNOVATION IN VENTILATION

NM?♥

Rytons NEW '9x9' Acoustic

AFFAIRS

 

soundproo ng up to

introducing  Ventilation Sets
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To request Rytons 2008 Acoustic Ventilation Brochure
which includes Rytons NEW '9x9' Acoustic Ventllation Sets

telephone (01536) 511874 or e-mail lil@rytons.com
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N cola Stedman London Branch Eve ngMeet g

On Wednesday 20 February 2008 Simon Kahn of RPS gave a

presentation to the London Branch of the Institute of Acoustics

on A History and Prehistory of Architectural Acoustics: from the cave to

concert hall. in which he managed to cover 5000 years of acoustics in

an hour!

In the early years before humans lived in caves hunter gathers were

nomadic, living in temporary shelters. They needed to be alert at all

times, so being able to hear whilst asleep was an essential primary

defence mechanism for survival. As humans moved into caves for

shelter, communication amongst the group became important.

instruments have been found in some of these earliest settlements

indicating that these groups may have played music.

As groups became more organised larger civilisation: developed across

the world, especially in Egypt, Greece and Rome, These civilisations

were able to support urban development and cities: as a result, there

was a need for suitable spaces to accommodate large gatherings, such

as amphitheatres. In Roman times entertainment and speech became

very important. although we do not know how well these venues

worked or whether the acoustics were any good. Nevertheless, the

speakers would have used classical texts that everyone would have

known, so intelligibility may not have necessary been the most

important factor taken into consideration during this period.

At the end of the Roman civilisation Christianity developed. Matthew

Chapter l3 describes Jesus addressing a large crowd from a boat, close

to water and surrounded by hills, so everyone could hear him. So even

during this period were people aware of the need to nd suitable

environments to address large crowds?

During the Middle Ages civilisations began to focus on 'the

power and the glory of God, and buildings were designed and

constructed for worship which centred on speech (sermons. courts

and audiences) and music (sacred and secular). In general,

music and words werewritten for a speci c building, for example,

Gabrieli wrote music speci cally for a church in Venice, where

the choir and orchestra were split into two galleries on either side of

the building and they would sing and play in response to each other. In

this era science could not challenge God, so it was believed that God

would make the building good, ie sound good. but with the master»

apprentice approach architects began to understand why the acoustics

in some buildings were better than in others, As the buildings were

constructed over a number of years. the designs would have evolved as

the understanding of building acoustics developed.

In the Enlightenment era science began to take over. Scientists such as

-:eetingReport

he South-west branch held an evening meeting on Wednesday 2|

May at the University of the West of England. There were two

presenters both from Bristol City Council. The rst was Steve

Crawshaw who gave an overview of Bristol City Council's participation

in the EU-funded SILENCE project (quieter surface transport in urban

areas). Steve then presented some of the results of the project based

on noise mapping and air dispersion modelling predictions of the effect

of reduced speed limits and traf c management on noise levels, air

quality and C02 emissions close to the M32 urban motorway. The
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Galileo and Newton began to understand how the planets worked. and

that science could be used to explain things. Up to this point sermons

had always been given in Latin, but therewas a general move away

from Latin to vernacular language. As cultures developed, public music

and conversation became more popular and the number of public

events increased.

During the romanticism and revolutionary period artists became much

more in uential, music and art became more widespread and bigger

concert halls were constructed for an increasing number of people. In

addition, the use of science developed as Rayleigh investigated

acoustics: Theory of Sound was written between |872 and |377.

With the birth of modern acoustics public meetings and lectures

required a high level of communication, so good acoustics became very

important. At this time, people still thought that if the building looked

pleasing, then it would also sound pleasing. At this time, Sabine was

asked to improve the acoustics in the Fog Lecture Hall, which had

excessive reverberation. Sabine discovered that reverberation

increased with room volume and was reduced by absorption. thus

leading to the birth of architectural acoustics. Following this. Sabine

was asked to advice on the acoustic design of the Boston Symphony

Hall. which opened in I900 and is considered to be one of the best

concert halls in the world.

In the twentieth century, live entertainment was no longer for the elite,

but became available for everyone to enjoy. As people travelled more

and heard different types of music in different types of venues they

began to expect more, Recorded music became more widespread,

which resulted in a comparison between live and recorded sound.

Music became more complicated, venues became bigger and more

multi-functional, and health and safety became an essential factor to

incorporated into building design: the PA systems needed to be audible

and intelligible.

Now there are a number of factors to consider with regards to

modern building acoustics, these include: background noise,

reverberation, early re ections, intelligibility, clarity, warmth and

envelopment. Architects and acoustical consultants need to create the

right acoustical environment, which is not just about the correct

reverberation time for the room use, but also concerns the need to

feel safe and not be distracted Early re ections are essential as they

help to produce better intellig ity, helping to identify sounds and the

direction from which the sound is coming. We now have much greater

expectations, higher standards and a greater need for communication.

 

The presentation was followed by a question-and-answer session,

which concentrated on amphitheatres, medieval churches and multi-

purpose spaces.

For further information about architectural acoustics, please contact

Simon Kahn at simon.kahn@rpsgroup.com

   

second speaker was Tim Clarke, chairman of the South-west branch,

who outlined the increase in noise complaints that could be linked to

the smoke-free regulations that came into force in july 2007. Tim

explained the range of legislation that could be used when noise from

outdoor smoking areas. mainly created in the grounds of clubs and

pubs, gave rise to noise problemsA number of case studies were used

to illustrate the problem and the local authorities' approach.

Both presentations produced interesting discussion sessions albeit with

a smaller than usual audience. perhaps owing to the timing of the

meeting which clashed with the UEFA Champions League final.

The presentations were followed by a short meeting of the branch

committee who agreed that the next meeting would be in july

and would be a social occasion. probably at a hostelry in the

Bristol dockside.
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Bournemouth

International

Centre

During the recent refurbishment of The

Windsor Hall, improved acoustics were

a major requirement. Acoustic consultants.

Hoare Lea Acoustics specified SonaSpray

K- I 3 to be applied across the profiled steel soffit at |6mm thick - because of the
black colour, the ceiling appears to be endless and invisible above the down lights.

Two Oscar Acoustics teams sprayed the complete area in aweekend working off

scissor lifts. This assisted the main contractor. Warings Contractors,Ltd to

acomplete the extensive project in budgetand-onrtime. /,/ Acoustics Bulletin July/August 2008 25
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Music noise in vibrant areas of towns and cities from licensed

premises is nothing new, butare local authorities responding

adequately to the pressures being placed on them to achieve

solutions that include developers and acousticians to create suitable

living environments in the increasingly dense urban environments of

our future towns and cities?

This article considers whether the drivers for sustainability and the

conceps of One Planet Living' will place Local Authorities in a

pos ion of compromising our aural living environments, and what

assistance is needed to establish consistency to benchmark

acceptable limits for noise in our cities. How this might be affected

by the conclusions of Rogers☂ review is then considered.

 

Cole Jarman has just undergone a re-branding and took the

opportunity to make sure sustainability was at the core of its

business strategy. It is making the delivery of ☁sustainable☁ acoustics

an integral part of its consultancy service in the belief that

acousticians need to be fully integrated with the design process,

striving to advocate how good acoustic design can help to

maximise health and wellbeing for the people living in our future

urban environments.

In this context one needs to consider whether☁inaudibility' is an

appropriate test for those living in the city, following consultation

with three key city authorities, and in light of the recent test case

planning appeal of Crosby v Birmingham City CounciI.The implications

are explored in a little more detail in the context of-the demands

imposed by the delivery of the social and environmental aspects of

sustainability in par☁ticulac

Noise from licensed premises has never really left the spotlight

Document Statementj quote 1☁ paraphrase

Peter Rogers

  

 

  
within the acoustics industry, and again has become a particular

focal point for discussion. as the changes to the Licensing Act 2003

and other regulations begin to take effect.This illustrates the first

signs of a shift in the way that noise pollution may be handled in the

futureThere is a growing need to re-evaluate how a balance within

the city soundscape might be achieved, between the vibrancy and

buzz of urban living, and the reasonable protection of peeple within

their homes.

What has changed '!

A different path was chosen by authorities in Scotland, who

embraced ☁inaudibility☂ as a test of acceptability for music noise at

night. It seems clear that it can work, but evidence indicates that it

may not be necessary.

In England and Wales the situation is less clear-cut for the case of a

new residential development near existing licensed venues such as

pubs and clubs. It is worth exploring this further in order to

consider what alternative limits and tests of acceptability might be

appropriate for the management of environmental noise pollution

in the city.

Planning

The overhaul of the planning system in relation to noise seems to

have stalled with regard to the PPS replacement for PPGZ41. This

guidance has been expected for some considerable time, and we

are no further forward on knowing when to expect its publication.

There is little doubt that PPGZ4 is out of date and con icts with the

 

PPSI - ☁Planning authorities should seek to enhance the environment as part or development
l9 "Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, planning authorities and developers should consider possible mitigation measures'

- Where this is not possible ☁compensatory measures may be appropriate

20 - Noise is one of the pollution issues that should be taken into account in Development Plans

16(v) ~The need for an integrated and balanced approach to environmental impacts is also stressed in achieving social wellbeing

27(viii) - ☁Promote the more ef cient use ol land through higher density. mixed use development 1

- ☁In some circumstances,a planning authority may decide in reaching a decision to give diherent weight to social, environmental, resource
29 of economic considerations.Where this is the case the reasons for doing so should be explicit and consequences considered. Adverse

environmental, social and economic impacts should be avoided, mitigated or compensated ior

33 - ☁Good design is indivisible from good planning I

34 - ☁Good design should contribute positively to making places better for people'

srpsr 42 -The obiective remains to: ☁deliver a high quality local environment I

spsa as - It prioritises the use of☁previously developed land, in particular vacant and derelict sites and buildings

37 -Where need and demand are high, where necessary the review oi any policy constraints may be required I

- At a local level authorities ☁should,working with stakeholders. set out the criteria to be used to identify broad locations and speci c sites
38 . . . . . . .

taking into account any physical. enVlronmental constraints or risks

49 "Careful attention to design is particularly important where the chosen local strategy involves intensi cation of the existing urban fabric' |
I

50 - If done well this can be done ☁without compromising the quality of the local environment'

we»

Current government prinriu☁es as stated in various guidance documents
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principles of delivering susminabilityThis article will not speculate

on what the replacement might contain, but will instead focus on

what is needed.

The planning process remains the most stringent of controls on

noise, requiring the protection of residential amenity as its core

objective. rather than the far higher threshold of nuisance.

35.82332☜???3 and World Health Organisation Guidelines (VVHO)☁

remain the most relevant and useful guidance available. and PPGZ4

(Annex 6. paragraph 8) refers speci cally to B53233 for guidance

on suitable internal levels. It is often used by local authorities to

select☁reasonable☁ or ☁good' design standards for new dwellings.

 

However the limits in 85.8233 and WHO only take account of

broadband noise sources. which are constant and non-tonal in

nature, which is not overly helpful for assessing the impact of (☜MW-"g andbusde an Landonyssmw

entertainment noise. It is worth concentrating on the low-

frequency content and time-varying level of music noise, the main

problem that remains more challenging to tackle acoustically. It is

not directly tackled by guidance, although in relation to low-

frequency noise both benchmarks make it clear that ☁expert advice'

and ☁special consideration☁ are required.

PPG24 makes reference to noise from ☁discos, nightclubs and public

houses☂ (Section 20). saying that they pose particular dif culties, but

going no further. It remains up to judgment on how that is
tackled, which is unlikely to aid consistencyThis can be a particular

gripe for consultants. where criteria can vary wildly between

neighbouring authorities.

A broader look at what might also drive limits or standards comes

from the Planning Policy Statements that have made it through to V V
. . 5 6 . ,

release. Including PPSI and PPS3 ,which speCI cally focus on the gum E

 

Late-nigh! drinking, dancing and music go hand-iri-hand

 

www.colejarman.com

 
Take a look at our new website
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delivery of sustainability. Table l summarises some key principles,
illustrating the priorities of the government in this respect.

The message from these policy objectives is that there may no
longer be the luxury of designing to the ideal acoustic conditions as
residential densities increase. Acoustics may end up being
compromised. although the challenge for all those involved in
acoustic design is to maintain good design and an integrated

approach at a local level.to avoid results that compromise the living
environments for people living in the houses of the future.This is
probably even more important for social housing, which may be
even more likely to be placed in undesirable locations.

The Rogers☜ review in 2007 was completed by the author☂s
namesake Peter Rogers, Chief Executive of Westminster City
Council,for the Government, and was accepted in full as part of the

March 2007 budget. It identi es the top ve priorities for
enforcement by local authorities, and concluded that noise nuisance

was a ☁local issue☂ and not a national priority. It does however
consider late-night refreshment licensing and its enforcement to be

one of them.

The review did identify that 97.5% of those authorities that placed
noise nuisance in their top ten priorities were urban or mixed

authorities. but the gure was only 80% in district authorities.

This may at rst impression seem a strange conclusion for Rogers
to reach. with the explicit recommendation to local authorities
being that they are encouraged to divert their attention from
dealing with noise problems onto other priorities, just at the time
when higher-density living may be causing people to encounter

more problems. There is of course a duty for local authorities to
investigate complaints about nuisance, but there is a risk that this
may be being eroded.The Code for Sustainable Homes remains a
voluntary way in which sound insulation in the home of the future
may be improved (except for social housing) but this could mean

future occupants of high-occupancy homes in the city might not get
the protection from neighbour noise that they would expect.

However, noise from licensed premises now is one of the top
priorities, and a shift of focus may be on its way to deal with noise
from licensed premises in urban environments on a local level in a

way not seen before.

Licensing

The licensing system has been reformed by the Licensing Act 2003.
which allows license holders to extend their hours of operation
through the night in a way not previously possible using a Public

Entertainment Licences.There is a move towards a 24-hour city
that never sleeps (looking at ambient noise time histories).This is
an obvious drawback where residents are concerned, unless they
are properly protected by design measures and enjoy the ambience
and lifestyle that comes with this type of localityThe third licensing
objective guards against ☁public nuisance☁. which can be considered
a national priority following the Rogers review.

For those more familiar with public nuisance and statutory nuisance
this is an altogether more toothy beast, which still draws from cases
such as Attorney General v PYA Quarries Ltd (I95 7)☝. The test is
whether a suf cient proportion of the population has been
materially affected, who either live or are passing through the
☁neighbourhood☁, for there to be a nuisance.This obviously does not
relate to the odd complaint, but a disturbance by noise that will
affect the neighbourhood. Where nuisance does occur then the
license may be lost at review or in the Magistrates' Court. It seems
that some businesses relying on licensed premises still need to ☁get
their act together☂ on noise, in order to avoid facing the loss of their
licence if complaints are received.

The powers under the Environmental Protection Act l990 (EPA)
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have not materially altered. and the Act still offers trade or

commercial businesses the defence of☁best practical means☁: this is

not the case for the Licensing Act 2003. There has been an

extension to the EPA to allow seven days of negotiation with

alleged perpetrators of statutory nuisance to address the problem

and avoid the service of an abatement notice.This remains a fairly

slow way to resolve problems but some authorities, Manchester

being one, expressed a view that the powers are adequate to tackle

night-time music noise complaints. The government has now

strengthened powers to tackle night-time music noise from

licensed premises through the Noise Act.

The Noise Act I996, as amended by Section 84 and Schedule I of

the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005. now

extends the night-time noise offence to apply to licensed premises.

The standstill period has elapsed and a permitted noise limit of

LAeq'Smm 34dB has now been set by Secretary of State. The Anti-

social Behaviour Act 2003 has removed the need for local

authorities to adopt the Act, and so it is now available as a tool to

be used for those worst examples of premises that will not keep

their music or noise down. Fixed penalty notices can be served

where warning notices have elapsed, with nes of £500 currently

the maximum. It remains to be seen how rigorously this will be

embraced by local authorities since the permitted noise limit was

announced earlier this year.

This is useful way to tackle the infrequent and worse offenders, but

where does that leave the local authorities who still need to ☁take a

view☁ in relation to planning cases and the other extreme of

acceptable limits?

Objective limits of acceptability for music

Having consulted with three key authorities there appears to be

some consensus. The following summaries (table 2) are provided

with thanksto those that contributed, but it should be stressed that

these views are those of the individuals, not necessarily the adopted
views of the local authorities.

It would seem that city local authorities are not afraid to grasp the

nettle where music noise is concerned, and that there are limits

that are being used to achieve workable results in urban

environments, without the need to use ☁inaudibility' as a test.

In the view of Mr Lane (Cardiff City Council) an objective limit is

not the preferred route. but instead he favours an integrated

approach which involves engaging the developer and the licensed

premises to try and reach an amicable solution. In this respect the

local authority is demonstrating some qualities of diplomacy which

are called for by PPSl(paragraph I9) and PPS 3 (paragraph 38) in

order to enhance the living environmens of future occupants. It

does raise the need for both planning and licensing departments to

work closely with environmental health departments to achieve a

balanced and integrated solution between the noise maker and

home makenThis potentially creates a con ict that may need to be

tested, as it goes against the legal presumption that the two areas

in law are discrete and effectively in watertight compartments.

The question of whether inaudibility is a reasonable test in a vibrant
and buzzing city where traf c noise and life continues 24 hours a

day, seven days a week in some areas seems questionable, in light of

changes to the planning, licensing and enforcement priorities. It is

m

Acceptable criteria for
music noisa within dwellings

City Council

 

Westminster Alan Strictly WHO limits of LAeq JOdB. and LAN,☜ 4SdB

Bradshaw typically used, but owing to the low-frequency
component he would take the view that an
equivalent of 5dB below the approximate NR
equivalents of NRZS and NR40,or ISdB below the
background NIL would be appropriate. He was ☁not
happy' with using inaudibility as an absolute because
of the dl iculties in de ning it

Manchester Richard WHO limits of Laeq BOdB, and L☁mx 45dB have been I

Lewis used in conjunction with SlOé agreements. j

Cardiff William Limits are generally avoided, and efforts are made to
Lane take a balanced view on a case-by-case basis to

assess the merits of the application. using judgment
to achieve protection of a reasonable level given the
locality and character. He was of the view that
inaudibility was not reasonable or achielable, given
the premises is in control of the levels.

Derivation ufabjectl've limie for music noise by various local authorities

not at all unusual to find conditions in historic Public Entertainment

Licences that require the music to be inaudible outside the nearest

premises.This is perhaps because the operators of these venues

ultimately have control of the volume knob, and so can more easily

turn it down. In planning. too, where a new club or bar is being

designed near existing residential property, inaud ity seems to be

fairly well accepted as a suitable test. Probably this is again because
the developer has control over the design of the noise source and

can make sure that the structure is appropriately designed to

achieve this.

 

The planning appeal case for Crosby Homes speci cally covers the

situation where new residential properties are being developed

near an existing venue which has not been designed to keep noise

inside its building envelope. The test of achieving ☁inaudi ility☂ was

found by Inspector Mary O☁Rourketo be too great a burden for the

developer, and she accepted an objective limit of NR20 inside

rooms with the windows closed.The justi cation for this limit by

Cole Jarman was the combination of reference to the DEFRA-

commissioned research☝, which supported the Noise Act limit, and

a judgement call that approximately 5dB below the ☁good☁ standard

of BS.8233:I999 limits in bedrooms. corrected to an NR value to

show that the low frequencies were being taken into account. was

appropriate. It was of particular interest that the inspector

considered the IDA Good Practice Guide onControl of Noise

from Pubs and Clubs (2003) did not carry suf cient weight because

of the lack of objective guidance.This is perhaps something that the

Institute should consider: a need may exist to revisit this troubled

area.A full copy of the inspector☂s decision is available on request

by email from Cole jarman.

The levels supported at appeal were about 5dB more stringent than

would be applied inWestminster, and IOdB more stringent than would

be applied in Manchester. From the evidence available in that case it

continued on page 30
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was also apparent that noise levels were being experienced by existing
residents that were considerably higher than would be thought
acceptable, but were not causing complaints. In the city the evidence
suggests that some level of intrusion by music noise seems to be
acceptable, and this is makes the locality argument highly relevant in

deciding on suitable limits.

Further research work certainly seems necessary to look at the effect

of regular noise events on people in their own homes. It is perhaps
possible that the government should consider this. given that noise
from licensed premises remains a national priority

Conclusions

Sustainable living provides a number of signi cant challenges in urban
environments, and the quality of our aural environments is one of

these. The planning drive is to encourage more high-density living,
nearer the noise sources that contribute to the vibrancy of our cities,

but achieving a balance through an integrated approach that uses good
acoustic design to safeguard the living environmentAt night the risk
of affecting people☁s ability to relax and sleep in their homes is likely
to put licensed premises, who allow music noise to escape to the
surrounding locality, under a spotlight.

In terms of inaudibility of entertainment noise, there seems to be
growing evidence that there is a greater need to balance the impacts

of noise against other factors. in the fight against global warming.
However it appears possible through an integrated approach to strike
a balance that uses a combination of objective noise limits within
planning and licensing to share the responsibility between noise maker
and developer in achieving acceptable living conditions in the city.The
quality of our soundscapes inside and outside our future homes may
be an area where a compromise by authorities is a temptation. but

Industrial Silencers 8-
Pulsation Dampeners designed
and manufactured for:
- Atmospheric Vents
- Vent Valves
- Control Valves
- Pressure Reducing Stations
- Blow Down Duties
- Rotary Blowers &
Compressors

- Reciprocating Compressors
- Exhausters & Blowers
- Liquid & Hydraulic Pumps

We also specialise in the
design, manufacture and
installation of Surge control
equipment for potable and
waste water pumping stations.
ISOSOO1 Registered.
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through good acoustic design and responsible behaviour by licensed

holders, this is not thought to be necessary.

It seems that there is a basis for objective limits to be used to protect

the quality of the living environments for new dwellings in the city, but

this must be considered in context with the need to move

sustainability forward. It seems essential that further research is done,

the better to understand whether an objective limit can be reliably

used to aid design and conditions, DEFRA appears best positioned to

do this, following the recent work on infrequent music noise events.

The Rogers review may alter the focus of local authorities towards

licensed premises. but although the housing market is going through a

dif cult time the government targets do not allow for a slowdown in

housebuilding.We should expect to see a shift to the use oflicensing

enforcement, under the new Licensing Act, with a helping hand from

the amended Noise Act to tackle problem premises. Noise will remain

a critical reason for many licences being called to review, and

acousticians can expect remain part of the solution to providing that

good design advice,

The noise action plans probably provide the best opportunity to take

a fully integrated and national approach to noise management, and the

creation of positive noise environments in our cities. However this

depends on the government seeing beyond the Rogers review

conclusions, and making the link that the aural quality of the

soundscapes in and around built environments is indeed crucial for the

future health and well-being of people living in these developments.

Local authorities are being urged to act now to tackle global warming.
and if those efforts result in the integration of the consultations for

planning and licensing with those on environmental heath then a

balance can possibly be struck. It is likely that the balance would be

funded by the ☁polluter paying☁, but where new developments occur

there is a chance that the developer may be willing to help improve

the situation for licensed premises, to avoid having to spend the

money of protecting their residents at source.

Those involved in the acoustic designprocess have a responsibility to

step up andget this right to secure a positive legacy for our local,

national and global futures.

Peter Rogers MlOA is an Associate with Cole jarman

Web: www.colejarman.co.uk

Email: Petenrogers@colejarman.com
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Introduction

Many of the complaints in the UK relating to wind farm noise appear to be
due to the amplitude modulation (AM) of the aerodynamic noise from the
blades. sometimes referred to as ☁swish☂ or ☁thump☁,The mechanism of this
noise is not known though various possible reasons have been put forward.
Although the prevalence of complaints about AM is relatively small it is not
clear whether this is because it does not occur often or whether it is
because housing is not in the right place to observe it Furthermore the fact
that the mechanism is unknown means that it is not possible to predict
when it will occur.

A report by Salford University commissioned by BERR' concluded that ☁the
incidence ofAM and the number of people affected is probably too small at
present to make a compelling case for further research funding in preference
to other types of noise which affect many more people.☂ Consequently BERR
decided not to fund further research However. the opinion of the Noise
Working Group that advised BERR (then the DTI) was that, although the
incidence was small it might become greater with larger turbines and ☁a
greater understanding of the effects and causes relating to AM [is] required
to ensure that this phenomenon can be managed} Speci cally the rst stage
objective was to ☁ldentify up to ten potential sites which could be used to
carry out objective noise measurements". The government decided not to
accept the group☂s advice.

This article does not pretend to present any substantial new evidence but
tries to review the current situation in order to provide some direction for
future work

Where ☁upwind☂ and ☁downwind☂ are insuf cient descriptions, references to
observer positions in this paper are made by compass bearings on the

Amplitude modulation dim (31131313319 flab?
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assumption that the wind direction is from the north,The turbine is assumed
to rotate clockwise as viewed from upwind☁The phrase ☁axis of the turbine'
in this context means on the north-south line passing through the centre of
the turbine.

Early references

There are a number of references in the mid-I990: to blade swish, but they
largely only con rm the frequencies at which it occurs jakobsen and
Pedersen☂ showed that modulation occurs most prominently in the range of
octave band frequencies 500Hz to 2kHZ☁ Dunbabin☁ in I997 also showed
that blade swish occurred mainly in the three octave bands 500, lk and 2k
HL ETSU-R-97s says that blade swish is centred around 800 to |000 Hz and
suggested it might be due to directivity of trailing edge noise.

Jiggins☁ examined AM from several turbines in some details He concludes
several points of interest. The time between peaks suggests only a vague
relationship with the rotational speed of the turbine and indicates that one
positive peak for each blade passage is not typical, especially asobserver
distance increases The different frequency bands are not modulated in
phase. He seems to be the first to report ☁beating☂ as a possible interaction
of noise between two or more turbines

A report for ETSU in the UK in I999 concludes that ☁The analysis suggests
that the experimentally observed modulation is due to a combination of
tower shadow effects as the blades pass the tower, plus the preferential
radiation of noise into some directions in preference to others☁" Note that
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Amplitude modulation of wind turb e n onti☁nued from page 3l

this is a tower shadowing effect as described in the next section not an

interaction of the tower and the blades which was sometimes thought to be

a cause at that time.

Oerlemans

In papers to the Conference on Wind Turbine Noise 2005 in Berlin☜ and

Wind Turbine Noise 2007 in Lyon' Oerlemans describes the noise sources

close to a turbine He demonstrates that the aerodynamic noise from a

turbine comes from near the end of the blade and that it has the greatest

amplitude, when viewed from upwind. as the blade passes the horizontal

position in a downward direction so giving the well known ☁swish'. As the

authors say, this is owing to the directional nature of the sound from the

blades that means it predominantly radiates forward of the blade as it moves

and about 45degrees to the upwind direction. Oerlemans also con rms that

the sound radiates in the same manner downwind☝. Figure I shows the

direction of the predominant noise generation as the blade passes the
horizontal on the way down.

633590
r if

 

Direction ofpredominant blade noise generation - blade passing m hnrlzonlal on its way down

The veracity of these ndings can be checked subjectively on site near to a
wind turbine though care needs to be taken because the blades of a typical

medium sized turbine will rotate about 20 degrees in the time that the

sound travels 50m from source toobserver. Upwind and downwind on the

axis of the turbine the swish is heard as described by Oerlemans and Lopez

on the downstroke as the blade passes the horizontalThe same is the case
in the northwest and south-west. On the east and west. underneath the

blades. the swish reduces and. with some turbines, is almost undetectableTo

the north-east the swish is heard as the blade approaches the lowest point

of its travel,that is to say. as it approaches the observenThe most conclusive

demonstration occurs in the south-east where the swish appears near the

lowest point of travel but is split in two by the shadowing of the towerThe
effect is that the swish starts to rise, is suddenly cut off and suddenly re-
appears as. it is receding, Oerlemans has con rmed that these obsenrations

are generally consistent with his research".

Hayes (of Hayes McKenzie Partnership) says, in a commentary on
Oerlemans' ndings".☁Movement of the observer up to the same height as

the hub of the turbine should result in the noise being more evenly
distributed around the described disk of the rotor. . . . . However. a similar
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effect can be obtained through movement away froma wind turbine which

reduces the modulation of the noise. ln other words the blade swish near

to the turbines is a feature of the observer☂s position relative to the turbine

and will disappear with distance from the turbinefThis would certainly seem
to be the case upwind or downwind but closer inspection of the mechanism

suggests that it will not necessarily be the case in other directions.

6155:3924

View of wind turbine from above - sound radiating from blade at top of Uajeclnry

Figure 2 shows a view of a turbine from above with the direction of sound

radiating from the blade when it reaches the top of its trajectoryThe sound

is radiated to the north-west and the south-west. Similarly when the blade

reaches the bottom of its trajectory sound is radiated to the north-east and

south-east. It is possible that the noise of the turbine could appear as a swish

in these four directions over a signi cant distance.These directions all have
different propagation characteristicsTo the north-east and north-west the
propagation is upwind and so will probably be attenuated fairly rapidly with

distance. That leaves two possibilities for the swish to be propagated over

longer distances, The rst is propagation to the south-west as each blade

passes the top of its traiectory.The second is propagation to the south-east

as each blade passes the bottom of its trajectory. This latter is potentially

more interesting as it would also incorporate the shadow effect of the

tower, as noted in reference 7. which might make it more noticeable.

The swish heard in these directions by this mechanism is merely a function

of the position of the observer in relation to the turbine and not a variation

of noise level created by the turbine blade as it rotates.

Van den Berg

In ☁Do wind turbines produce signi cant low frequency sound levels?☜ G P van

den Berg says ☁Because of atmospheric turbulence there is a random

movement of air superimposed on the average wind speed.The contribution

of atmospheric turbulence to wind' turbine sound is named 'in- ow

turbulence noise' and is broad band sound stretching over a wide frequency

range. For turbulent eddies larger in size than the blade this may be

interpreted as a change in the direction and/or velocity of the incoming flow,

equivalent to a deviation of the optimal angle of attack.When the blade cuts

through the eddies, the movement normal to the wind surface is reduced or

stopped,giving rise to high accelerations and thus sound.☂ In the same paper

and elsewhere van den Berg describes how ☁clapping or beating' occurs
when wind shear is higher at night for the same reason of differential wind

velocities across the rotor. Thus it is van den Berg's view that amplitude

modulation is caused by theblades passing through air with varying speeds

and directions whether this is due to wind shear. meteorological turbulence

or turbulence created by topography or other turbines.

Van den Berg also observes the difference between ☁thump' and ☁swish☂ As he

says in one paper☜ ☁In the wind park the turbines are audible for most of the

(day and night) time, but the thumping is not evident. although a ☁swishing☂

sound - a regular variation in sound level caused by the pressure variation
when a blade passes a turbine mast - is readily discernible'.Whilst it seems

likely from Oerlemans' work that the ☁swish☁ is not due to the tower the
distinction is nevertheless made.

It is also van den Berg's view that the impulsive noise from several turbines
can run in and out of phase (in phase in the sense that the maximum noise



level from each arrives atthe receiver at the same time).This re ects jiggins☁
comments referred to earlier, In the same paper van den Berg says that ☁this

pattern is compatible with a complex of three pulse trains with slightly
different repetition frequencies when two of them are in phase pulse
height is doubled (+3dB). and tripled (+5dB) when all three are in phase.☁ To
analyse this a little more. if we have two turbines whose sound level
modulates between a maximum of +3dB and a minimum of -3dB then,when

the modulations are in phase, they will vary between a maximum of +6dB
and a minimum of OdB and when they are out of phase they will be more
constant at a level of around +4dB. Not only will the maximum levels be
increased by 3dB but the minimum levels will as well. Similarly with three
turbines in phase the sound will range from ZdB to 8dB and when out of
phase be a relatively constant 6dB. So the variation between maximum and
minimum of several turbines in phase cannot be any more than the variation
of a single turbine although the maximum level increases with the number
of turbines. just as it would with steady sound,This might result in the
maximum to minimum range increasing if there were a relatively constant

background noise level masking the minimum levels of the turbines. So it is
perhaps not really correct to suggest that when turbine noises are in phase
the level increases, but rather when they are out of phase the modulation is
reduced because they average each other out. An altemative explanation
would be that changes in meteorological conditions vary the source noise
from the dominant turbine but there is insuf cient evidence to know which
might be the true explanation.

Hayes

On page 52 of ☁The Measurement of Low-frequency Noise at Three UK Wind
Forms☜ by Hayes McKenzie for the DTI we read ☁However, the presence of
high levels of modulation at Site |: Location | is associated with wind
direction and the inappropriate aerodynamic conditions seen by the closest
three wind turbines to the dwelling} That is to say these three turbines have
turbulent air striking them.

Hayes goes further in the description of the problem in his evidence to the
court in the case of nuisance brought by objectors" where he stated that

Economicsmay.☜ a mum: msuum» recuumacv
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☁the source of modulation may be related to wind shear by which I refer to
changes of wind speed and direction at different heighs above ground level.
l consider it likely that wind shear effects caused by the topography of the
site and (for speci c wind directions) wake effects caused by turbines
upwind of the turbine exhibiting the noise may cause the direction of the
wind at some points on the arc of the blades to be different from that
measured by the turbine anemometer at the hub height of the wind turbine.
Thus the blades at these points in the arc may not be fully pointed into the
wind which may result in increased aerodynamic noise in the frequency
region where amplitude modulation has been measured}

Further information is provided in a report by the University of Salford☝.At
paragraph 5.4 ☁Aerodynamic noise generation depends primarily on the
rotor tip speed. but there is also some dependence on wind speed.
Therefore, if wind speed is not even across the rotor plane then some
fluctuation in level can be expected as the blade turns.☁

In the UK DTl report on low-frequency noise" Hayes also draws the
distinction between modulation due to directivity of the sound as described
by Oerlemans and Lopez and modulation due to uneven wind velocities at
different points of the blades☂ rotation due to wind shear or turbulence.

Deeping St Nicholas

From the subjective point of view there seem to be two separate
descriptions of what would appear to be different phenomena. The rst is
☁swish☁ which immediately suggests the relatively benign modulation of the
sound at middle to high frequencies as it is heard near a turbine.The second
is ☁thump☂ which suggests an impulsive sound with a rapid rise time, This
distinction was made by van den Berg as described earlier,

The occupiers ofa property near the wind farm of Deeping St Nicholas have
kept a record of the time that amplitude modulation occurred and
particularly describe what they heard,They initially did not object to the

continued on page 34
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Amplitude modulation of wind turbine noise - continued from page 33

wind farm and they were unaware of the phenomenon of amplitude

modulation. Accordingly they had no pre-conceptions about the liker

character of the noise.They describe ☁swish☂ and ☁thump☂ as distinct sounds.

Thumping is normally accompanied by swishing, but swishing is not usually

accompanied by thumping.

The turbine layout consists of two rows of turbines angled along lines about

lines l30/3 l0 degrees. The property is about I60 degrees and 950m from

the nearest turbine and the next one in the same row is about l200m

distanttThe nearest turbine in the second row is about 2500m away and it

seems unlikely that the second row would have a signi cant in uence on the

perceived noise.

The complainant☁s log has been analysed and the subjective response plotted

against wind conditions In Figure 3 the blue circles represent thumping -

whether or not accompanied by swishing. The red squares represent

swishing onlyThe accuracy of the graph is limited because the wind speeds

and directions used were taken from publicly available data gathered at

Wittering Meteorological Station which is about 20km from the site,

Thumping is well spread over wind direction. However, swishing seems to be

centred at about 200 degrees and 80% of swish occurs in the three

directions l80. 202 and 225 degrees which are not downwind directions

This is the direction of the ☁south-easterly☂ swish propagation with the tower

shadow as described above (under Oerlemans),This may be signi cant or it

may simply be that there were insuf cient periods of easterly and south-

easterly winds to provide data points in those directions. However, although

it was not documented in the early log. the complainant reports that ☁swish☂

is a normal occurrence in easterly winds",This would be the ☁south-westerly'

direction as described in the section above.

However, there is another piece of evidence that suggests that further

investigation would be worthwhile Recordings have been made by

Stigwood☜ of amplitude modulation inside one of the rooms of the

complainant☂s houseA typical trace of this is shown in Figure 4,
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Occurrence ofswish and thump with wind speed and direction

The vertical scale is noise level and the horizontal scale is time. Each of the

peaks is one blade swish so they are separated by about one second.What

is evident is that a large proportion of the modulations have anotch or

partial notch which could be due to the blade passing the tower and the

noise being shadowed. The wind direction was about 200 degrees during

the measurements which is consistent with the ☁south♥east☂ position

described above.

Wharrels Hill

The Wharrels Hill wind farm was commissioned in August 2007. The

complainant is situated about 840m from the nearest turbine and in a

direction of 200 degrees from itThere is another turbine about 860m away

with an angle of 220m to the property and a third turbine 930m away

between these two.The house is near a main road so that turbines are not
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Amplitude modulation measured inside a complainant's house

heard during the day.The problem arises at night when the complainant tries

to get to sleep. He complains only of swish and speci cally stated that the
noise was not a thump.

In this case there are both positive and negative data so it is possible to

identify conditions when swish occurs and when it does not. It was more

dif cult to obtain weather data, and nally an average was taken of Prestwick

Airport (l20km to NNW) and Leeds Bradford Airport (l50km to SSE).

Where either of the meteorological sites recorded a wind speed of less than

3ms" or the variation in direction between the two was more than 45

degrees the data were discarded. In Figure 5 the open circles represent

records where there is no swish recorded and the solid circles records

where swish is recorded
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Carreluliun of swish with wind speed and direction

The majority of the records in the downwind situation (between about I80

and 225 degrees) show no swish whereas more than half of those between

I35 and ISO (the ☁south-west☂ sector as described above) have swish.

Conclusions

It seems probable that there are two distinct mechanisms in operation to

create amplitude modulation. The rst is swish which is a function of the

observer☂s position relative to one turbine.The second is thump which is
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due to turbine blades passing through uneven air velocities as they rotate. In

the second case the uneven air may be due to interaction of other turbines,

excessive wind shear or topography. These two mechanisms are entirely

separate though it is possible that they interact. If this is the case there is

little that can be done about swish but further research into thump would

help to avoid excessive amplitude modulation in future developments

Dick Bowdler FIOA is with New Acoustics, Clydebank
email: dick@newacoustics.co.uk
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Peter Brooke V

Introduction

The aim is to nd a good aircraft noise annoyance dose-response
curve. ie to measure how people☁s annoyance varies with their
exposure to aircraft noise. The focus is on practical and robust
techniques with the minimum of modelling assumptions. Useful
background sources are Brooker (2004) and Fidell & Silvati (2004).

The starting point here is what an ☁ideal☁ dose-response relationship
might be Iike.An examination of some real UK data then puts this into
perspectiveThe kinds of practical problems indicated by the real data
show the potential complexity of the dose-response functional
dependence. Moving average techniques could be useful because they
provide large ☁synthetic' samples ♥ some explorations of a large dataset
con rm that this would be a worthwhile approach.

The Ideal

Two key concepts are response and dose:

Dos . physically measurable combination of noise parameters,
combination of objective physical, measurable parameters about
aircraft noise at a particular location

 

Response: expression of annoyance, ie measure ♥ or combination of
measures ♥ of people☁s feelings about aircraft noise at that location.

Figure I shows the ideal: there is a relationship between the dose and
the response, something like an S-shaped curve.The graph describes an
average person and the dose is also some kind of average - both issues
are explored further here. People are not annoyed when there is no
noise, possibly |00% of people are annoyed at extremely high noise,
and the two extremes have to be joined smoothly. However, it is

dif cult to rule out a quite complicated monotonic curve.

Policy makers want to know if there is some dose value below which
people ☁are not annoyed☂, but theevidence is that this is a very low
dose value.There might be some value of the dose marking the ☁onset'
of rapidly increasing response.Where one would place such anonset
is open to debate. More usually, policy makers decide upon one or
more response/dose standard valuesAirport noise exposure contours
generally use particular standard values.

Reality in the UK and elsewhere

In reality, dose-response relationships are more complicated. Figure 2
is taken from the ☁Ale' data i Brooker et al (I985).These are rather
middle-aged data, but serve toillustrate some issues well because the
data on noise and socio-economic variables are extensive. Note that
this is a dataset from a single exercise, ie the contextjquestionnaire is
the same for all respondents.

The response in Figure 2 is taken to be the percentage of people at a
particular location who say that they are ☁Highly Annoyed' ♥ %HA
(Fidell & Silvati, 2004).The dose is the noise measure Ldn. The values

shown are approximate ♥ conversions from the usual UK Leq metric.

Ldn is widely used for international comparisons.

The scatter plot data in Figure 2 are for a variety of social surveyed
sites near the major UK airports.The dotted line is an exponential t
to the dataset. Is there a better t? Why are some points well above or
below the tted curve?

First. consider the Feltham A data point, a large round symbol above
the tted curve. It has also been marked with a vertical con dence

band.The %HA data points in the Figures are actually approximately
binomial samples. Suppose p is the proportion of HA in a population
for a speci c Ldn value.The survey data is a random sample of size n;
if X is the count of HA in the sample, and, if n is small relative to the
population size, X is an approximately binomial random variable with
mean and standard deviation:
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and 0x = «Irma-p)
For Feltham A. n = 88 and p = 0.52, so the standard deviation is 4.7.
This produces an approximate statistical 95% con dence band of l0.4%
either side of the plotted percentage point. However. the typical
observed standard deviation for a particular Ldn value is much larger.
This cannot be a simple sampling uctuation.The rest of the points in
the Figure have similar-sized sampling con dence band sizes to the
Feltham A point.

#x =np

First. consider Feltham A, which is to the south-east of Heathrow

Airport and mainly affected by easterly takeoffs.A possible explanation
for the high point is that people are rating their disturbance when
affected by the recent operations of the airport rather than averaging
out the Leq energies(?) for the different airport runway operation
modes - different ☁noise climates☂ - over a long period. Brooker et al
(I985) shows that people☂s surveyed reactions were more highly
correlated with their exposure during the previous week than with
longer periods or at the worst times. For this dataset, Heathrow
operated easterly for27.5% of the time during thesummer period for
the Ldn estimate in the Figure. During the week before the social survey
at Feltham A, the easterly percentage during the daytime was 67.5% - a
huge differenceThis meant that the L4,, value for that period was nearly
four decibels higher than the summer average.A four decibel shift to
the right on the Figure would put the Feltham A point just about on
the fitted curve.

If people☁s annoyance attitudes vary markedly with their most recent
experience, then the question is how to estimate a sensible ☁average'
value for their annoyance? The estimated average annoyance over a
summer period would be a sum of an appropriate weighted average of
the Ldn values (assuming that was the best physical measure correlating
with annoyance).

For estimates of future aircraft noise contours around an airport, it
would be necessary to decide upon some kind of standard mix and
duration of noise climates. Note that simply using ☁worst mode☂
contours would not work: it would be inequitable to (say) treat two
places with the same worst mode value as suffering equivalent
disturbance if one place gets it 75% of the time and the other 25% of
the time,

The Colnbrook example has even more possible contributing factors.
Colnbrook is to the north-west of Heathrow Airport. Its main noise
exposure is from westerly airport operations. Similarly to Feltham A,
the ANIS survey at Colnbrook was during a period with a high
proportion of easterly operations. In the week before the survey, the

L4,, was slightly more than four decibels lower than the summer average.
A four-decibel shift to the left would bring the Colnbrook point only
slightly below the tted curve.

Even the average Ldn estimates used in Figure 2 - and any of the studies
discussed later - are subject to some inaccuracy.This arises from the
facts that the noise estimates quoted for one location probably
cover a widespread community (Brooker et al, I985 -Appendix E); and
that noise estimates involve some extrapolation from a sample
data collection.

Socio-economic factors also could affect the Colnbrook responses.
About |8% of the respondents in that survey had work connections
with theairportANlS showed that this connection with theairport
was the major confounding factor. to high levels of statistical
signi cance. High noise exposure had been a feature of living in
Colnbrook for some years prior to the study - particularly since the
operations of types such the Trident, B747-l00 and Concorde. The
likelihood is that there had been some ☁sensitivity sorting☂ in the
Colnbrook housing market, so that people living there during the ANIS
data collection might not be typical of the general population.
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ANIS data on %HA and L4,, (The large Feltlram A symbol conceals a ☁Feltham 3' point)

Thus, there are at least four potential factors to explain why individual

data points would not be on the underlying dose-response curve:

- Sampling variations, dependent on the survey sample size

-Variations due to airport operation mode if there are annoyance

'recency' effects

- Employment connection with theairport tending to imply

reduced annoyance

- Sensitivity differences,with population sorting at the highest noise

exposure locations.

Housing mobility does vary considerably between countries, depending

on the balance between supply and demand, and the total costs of

moving home. In the USA and Canada, the legal costs of moving home

are generally much lower than in Europe, although the UK has low
moving costs compared with continental countries.

Thus observed social survey data points have a potentially very

complex functional dependence on noise, socio-economic and

airport operation variables. Previous work enables identi cation of

prima facie explanatory factors, but large-scale social surveys and

noise estimation programmes would be necessary to measure their

effects with statistical con dence, ie to ☁see through' the inherent

sampling variations.

A ☁best☂ fit: some attempted solutions

Most of the past effort on developing a best t to aircraft noise
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annoyance data has concentrated on combining data from different
studies and then nding a curve t thatbest matches the data as a
whole.The usual technique is non-linear regression analysis. One of the
most quoted early papers on this approach was by Schultz (I978);
recent reviews are Miedema &Vos (I998) and Fidell & Silvati (2004).

Some of the curve tting studies used datasets with air, road and rail
transport noise doses. However, factors such as the airport mode of
operation and employment connection with the airport are much less
important for these other kinds of transport. Road and rail operations
are generally similar in nature from day to day ♥ and not much affected
by thewind direction! Major airports employ large numbers of people
and have a substantial infrastructure employing many more. and most

of these people tend to live within commuting distance of the airport.
ie in comparatively high noise exposure locations.The following analysis
uses air transport data.

The curve tting approaches start with a scatter plot and then t the data
to the ☁best☁ functional form. Examples of this method are Fidell & Silvati
(2004) - the dataset in Figure 3: it is vital to scrutinise raw data. The
average sample size in the Fidell & Silvati dataset is about I60 - but with
wide variations (hence the data points shown are not of equal statistical
value), corresponding to a typical 95% sampling error bar of 17%.

The major problem is determining an appropriate tting function x, a,
b). if the t between the curve and the data is not very good, then the
residuals. ie the differences between the data points and the tted
curve values, will show strong patterns when plotted against their xi
values. There is not agreement about what is the best f(x, 0, b) for

aircraft noise annoyance as function ofLd". Fidell & Silvati quote seven
different functions.

Pragmatic ways around the inherent problems?

if the aim is to get the best t using the large amount of extant data,
then some problems are inherent.The variability of data points around
the ☁true' curve arises for a complicated set of reasons. Sampling
variation is obviously there: the only cure for that is much larger
samples. Similarly, the tted estimates assume some kind of average
questionnaire/survey context, again based on the variations in the past
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Fidell & Silvati damsel

set of studies.The amount of variation should be less for more recent
survey work if researchers are tending to move towards some kind of
best practice. but that does not solve issues arising from past work. so

a current best t is a kind of average across past studies.

Population sorting because of people☁s sensitivities and the effects of
employment connected with the airport are intrinsic.The actual effects
depend on the relevant socio-economic factors - nature of industrial
patterns near the airport, the ef ciency of housing markets, etc. This
limits the applicability of average results, even from large data sets, to
countries with similar average housing markets (note population
sorting in Amsterdam - van Praag& Baarsma, 2005). Predictions of
future disturbance assume the average effects in the combined data set.
Excluding such respondents from analyses would presumably not be
ethical, because these are real people living around the airport, whose
views should surely be included.

Finally, there is the problem of modal effects.These represent a defect
in the existing dose-response model, in that the ☁true' dose is not the
estimate used in the dataset. This corresponds to an error in the
presumed independent variable, and so complicates the usual
framework for regression analysis.

Most of these modifying factors represent variations in the surveyed
airports☂ environs and their modes of operations. The observed
statistical variations arising from these factors are properties of their
past distributional characteristics, and hence would, at best, be

repeated approximately in future research studies

Is there, perhaps as pre-model processing before curve tting is
attempted, a smoothing process that properly averages the large
amounts of data? Can this be done in a way that reduces sampling
variations, averages out variations in study contexdquestionnaire, and
makes an effort to ☁balance out' modal effectsZAn approach is to apply
a moving average to the data. This combines (purportedly) consistent
sample data to generate much larger ☁synthetic samples☁. Moving
averages☁ main use is in the analysis of time series data, but they are
equally suitable as a generic smoothing operation where data has a
natural sequence.The use of a moving average does not add modelling
assumptions about the underlying curve shape.

The smoothing form adopted here is a centred moving average - a
seven-point average.This effectively multiplies the data point☁s sample
size by 7, and hence reduces the sampling standard deviation typically

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fidell & Silvati 7»paim moving average data, With cubic fit
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by about a factor of 2.6, producing a typical 95% sampling error bar of
12.5%. An n-point average is appropriate in cases when the number of
data points is much larger than n.

The rst stepis to rank the raw data is in ascending Ldn ordenThen. let
x; be the Ldn value for the i"☁ data point, Wi be the number of people

responding in the i"☁ survey, and y, be the percentage of people saying
they are highly annoyed in the i"☁ survey.The 7-point centred moving
average value Y. at x; is found from:

gr = rigs-Wt: + Via-Wu + Yi-lrWi-l + Yl'wl * Yin-WM + Yin-Win f Yi+3-W.+3

Wi =Wirz +Wr.1+er| +Wi +Wi+l +Win *Wia

r. = S. / W,

As the points in the Fidell & Silvati dataset - 326 of them - are dense
in the usual Ldn range. the average spacing between the successive
(ranked) x-values x._3 to X,☝ is on average very small (probably

markedly smaller than theAprecision of the L4,. estimate).This is a good
reason for asserting that Yi is a good estimate of the %HA value at xi,
with a sample size of W,. Moving averages should generally match the
underlying shape of doseAresponse curves, with smooth monotonic

variations and without strong points of in ection.

Moving-average explorations

What does the Fidell & Silvati dataset generate with a seven-point
centred moving average? Figure 4 shows the results. which also
includes a simple cubic t to the moving average points.

The %HA values are squeezed together vertically in Figure 4. but the
scatter plot is still messy. Many of the data points are well away from
the tted cubic trend line, even when allowing for the data points'

vertical sampling con dence bands. There is still a great deal of
statistical structure/variability in the data.

One obvious possibility is that the true dose-response curve is
somehow changing over time (compare with Brooker. 2008).The data
are therefore divided into three time-periods: Pre-l980, I9805, and
l9905/20005.This results in the three diagrams in Figure 5.The rst and
third now look very encouraging, being much more like a smooth curve
- the data are combined but otherwise unprocessed.The fact that long
segments of these datasets naturally fall onto a smooth curve is strong
evidence that these are near to best- t relationships

However. part (b) of Figure 5 is much less successful. From an
examination of the studies involved, there seem to be two potential
reasons why this might occur: some of the studies are of military
operations and others are for ☁new effects☂ airports. The reason for
ltering military operations data is simply that people's reactions to

military aircraft might be different from that from ☁equivalent☂ amounts
of noise from civil ights (egWaitz, 2OOS).A new effects airport has no
immediate de nition, but it would usually be one at which large
numbers of extra ights took place over affected populations in the
recent past, eg because of the opening of new runways.This would have
two effects on people☁s annoyance: rst. the affected people would be
responding not just to the actual Ldn but also to marked increases in its
recent values; second, people with high sensitivity would be getting
much higher noise exposure, but would not yet able to move to a
lower noise exposure location. There is ample evidence from the
earliest literature - eg Fidell et 0/ (I985) - that ☁new effects☁ traf c
changes shift the dose-response curve markedly upwards: how large
this effect is and how long it persists are complex questions to answer.

The obvious new effects airports and military operations studies in the

Fidell & Silvati dataset were: Vancouver Round 2, Burbank Aircraft,

Orange County Aircraft, Bodo Lufthavn, US Air Base, and Long Beach.
Most of these studies are in the l980s, so excluding them markedly
reduces the number of data points in that period. Arbitrarily. the
remaining data are divided into pre-l990 (l57 data points) and
I990s/2000s (85) data points. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results for
the ltered data, including approximate 95% sampling bands for the
moving average points.

W
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Finding a Good Aircraft N continued from page 39

These appear to be good ts. The structure in the processed data

beyond a smooth curve variation probably arises arise from the

inclusion of some datasets at new effects airports. very strong socio-

economic/industrial and airport modal effects. and survey mode
differences. Note also that the quality of some of the very early data is
liker to be much poorer than that of later studies (Brooker. 2008).

Conclusions

The aim has been to nd a good aircraft noise annoyance dose-
response curve. using practical and robust techniques with the
minimum of modelling assumptions.

Several socio-economiclindustrial and airport operation factors
affected dose»response data.This includes ☁population sorting' at higher
noise exposure locations and employment connections. which are

likely to reduce annoyance reactions at higher Ld" values: and airport
modal effects on people☂s recent noise exposure experience. which will
produce a defective dose-response relationship.

Simple moving average smoothing of the data is a useful procedure.This
enables the construction of synthetic large samples without curve
modelling assumptions It makes apparent the dose-response data☂s
underlying structure It is straightforward to t simple curves to this
processed data. and to indicate statistical confidence, Note that the

large amount of dose-response data available is not sampled from a
single curve, but rather from a variety of such curves.The assumption
is that there is the same underlying☁mix' of characteristics in the future,

The analysis has to exclude data from airports with new runways etc,
The affected people would be responding to marked Ld" increases over
a comparatively short time. not just the actual L,☜ at the time of survey
The degree of population sorting is an issue, because people with high
sensitivity may move to a lower noise exposure location.
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Nikolay Andreyevich Dubrovsky
President of the Russian Acoustical Society

Nikolay Andreyevich Dubrovsky was born
in a suburb of Moscow on 25 April I933.

After graduating from the Moscow Physics and
Technology Institute in I957, and right up to
his death Nikolay Andreyevich worked at the
Acoustical Institute in Moscow, where he was
initially a PhD student (l957-l960). He then
studied sound reception under the
supervision of the academician N Andreyev.
Later Nikolay Andreyevich was a researcher
(l960-l963), head of laboratory (l963-l976)
and head of division of the Acoustics lnstitute
(l976-l989), where he investigated dolphin
sound systems, signal processing and sound

pattern recognition. He earned his PhD in
I963 and became a doctor of science in
physics and mathematics in I980. Nikolay
Andreyevich started his administrative career
in I989 as the rst deputy director of the
Andreyev Acoustics institute and from I990
to 2007 he was a director there.

Nikolay Andreyevich deservedly accrued many
honours. He was a winner of a State Prize of
the USSR in I983, received the insignia of an
☁Honoured Scientist of the Russian
Federation☂, and many orders and medals.

He founded the Russian Acoustical Society

 

(RAS) in |99| and was elected as the rst RAS
president. a post he occupied until his death.

He has done much to join the RAS with the
EAA and to foster close relations with the

Acoustical Society of America. Nikolay
Andreyevich made great efforts to involve FSU

acousticians into EAA structures. He was a

true leader among Russian acousticians and he

will long be remembered.

 

Job Opportunities in

PEOPLE

l was a little surprised to see my contribution

to the Spring Conference (May/lune Acoustics

Bulletin) described as a ☁controversial paper☂.

In the press. the word controversial is usually

attached to something which some people

feel is outrageous - Robert Maxwell, religious

cartoons, pop stars on hard drugs, changing

Marathon to Snickers, etc. My paper covered

bread-and-butter topics about aviation noise

research projects, such as the need to avoid

social survey design bias, the proper use of

textbook statistical tests, how civil servants

should manage public contracts cost-

effectiveiy, achieving best practice for peer
reviews, and the importance of investigating

the effects of complex noise patterns around

airports. Perhaps the intention was to allude

to the controversial report by Hans Christian

Anderson of the little boy who ☁could only see

things as his eyes showed them to him'; and

who remarked that the emperor was not

actually wearing any clothes? My paper on the

lessons to be learned from the preventable

failures of the ANASE study is at

https:lldspace.Iib.cran eld.ac.uklhandle

Il826I25l0
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01562 881430 : TAcoustics

If you are considering looking for a new job, it doesn☂t have to be a headache.
Why not let us do the legwork for you and show you why we have become the
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We have an unrivalled knowledge of the current market and have hundreds of
established contacts within the industry, so we are confident that we can help
you in your search for your next job.

Whether you are a seasoned Senior or Principal Consultant and are looking for
a fresh challenge, or a recent Graduate looking to break into the industry, we
would very much like the opportunity to work with you.

Dozens of acoustics professionals have already found that working with us has
proven to be a refreshing change to what they have come to expect from a
modern recruitment consultancy.

Either☁call us for a confidential discussion or log onto our website to view a
selection of our current opportunities.

www.MSAltd.uk.com
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irrus Research plc, the UK company
which specialises in the design and

development of noise measurement

equipment for health and safety applications,
has successfully achieved registration to the
internationally recognised internal quality
management standard ISO 900lz2000. Cirrus
Research has earned the right to display the
coveted BSI logo following an independent
assessment by BSI. the UK☁s leading
certi cation body.

The ISO 900l:2000 standard demonstrates
the company☁s commitment to customer

Internationally-recognised quality management in place

service and quality. It applies to the design,
manufacture, supply, service and re-calibration
of a wide range of sound and noise measuring

and monitoring instrumentation for a

worldwide market. It focuses particularly on
the assessment, management and continuous

improvement of Cirrus☂ business processes.

Daren Wallis, managing director , says that

they are particularly pleased to have achieved
ISO 900l:2000 certi cation as it underlined
their commitment to customers and the

focus on quality. This recognition
demonstrated they could provide a quality

Cirrus dBadgs in production

 
Noise in Action photography competition
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product from quotation to delivery. The
achievement was a direct result of the entire
company working together effectively to
develop and maintain the excellent quality

standards already in place to achieve
customer satisfaction. standardisation, and

continuous improvement of internal
processes.With lSO 900l:2000 certi cation,
Cirrus had established a quality management

system with global recognition that will
enable long-term excellence and success.

ISO 900|:2000 was introduced in December
2000 and is recognised worldwide. It requires
organisations to demonstrate that they have a
quality management system to ensure
consistency and continuous improvement,

leading to higher levels of performance and
customer satisfaction.

Cirrus launches Noise in Action
photography competition

Cirrus Research has also launched its Noise in
Action photography competition. Cirrus is
looking for interesting, unusual or imaginative

images of their noise measurement

instruments in use, and the winner will

receive a pair of Sennheiser PCX-350 noise
cancelling headphones. The closing date for
entries is 29 August 2008,

James Tingay of Cirrus Research explained
that Cirrus equipment was used in many
different sectors, from mining and industry, to
clubs and bars, and the company was looking

to add colour to their promotional material
and web site with some really exciting images
of their products in use.

The entries can include any Cirrus sound
level meter or the doseBadge noise dose
meter, and must include the product in use.

Pictures should be between le and 3Mb
in size and can be submitted by email to
sales@cirrusresearch.co.uk.
Full competition rules can be found on

www.cirrusresearch.co.uk.

Cirrus Research plc has over 30 years☂
experience in the design and manufacture of
noise measurement instruments. During that

time. the company has developed a reputation
for producing robust, practical equipment

which can perform in real situations, All

Cirrus equipment is made in the UK and the

company is responsible for all after-sales

service and calibration work. Spare parts and
support are therefore always available. Cirrus
is an ISO 900lz2000 certi ed company.

For more information:

Cirrus Research plc, Hunmanby.

North Yorkshire.

tel: 0l723 89l655 fax: 0l723 89l742
email: sales@cirrusresearch.co.uk
web site: www.cirrusresearch.co.uk



 

Schreyer Award for john 0 eefe

he EsplanadeArts and Heritage Centre opened

in Medicine Hat. Canada in October 2005. Is
main auditorium is an architectural gem and quickly
became renowned for its excellent acoustics. Last

October. the acoustics and the innovative design
work that created them were recognised with the
Schreyer Awards Created by Governor General
Edward Schreyer in I982, the Schreyer is Canada☁s

highest distinction for engineering.

Headed by john O☁Keefe MIOA, Aercoustics
Engineering Ltd was responsible for the acoustics

at the Esplanade. working along with architects
Diamond Schmitt Architects.The building is owned
and operated by theCity of Medicine Hat.

The citation focuses on two technology

innovations introduced during the design of the
building. Prior to their work on the Esplanade.
Aercoustics had spent two and a half years

acoustic modelling The routines are based on
Vincent Grillon's PhD thesis. work that among
other things creates reliable auralisations of small

scale models.

As John O☂Keefe explained, if you really wanted to

be sure of what you were doing in acoustic design.

especially with a challenging design. you needed to
build a scale model. Modern computer modelling -
where the model exists only as a mathematical
construct inside the computer - is very powerful
but it does have its limitations Wave effects,

focussing and the chaotic nature of the late
reverberant eld are none of them implicit in the
existing computer model algorithms.

Up until the l980s. if you wanted to build a
reliable acoustic model it had to be at a scale of
about one tenth - typically about as big as a

bedroom Work by Mike Barron. Harold Marshall
and others led to what could be best described as

  

  

☁computer aided☂ scale modelling techniques. small
scale meaning |:50. something that could t on a
desktop, Signal conditioning at the time however
was limited to the p1(t) energy domain (numbers
and graphs). For auralisation. the reactive
component must be recovered

The software that Aercoustics developed does that
and allows them to reliably study small scale
models and, most importantly, to ☁listen' accurately
to a room before it is built.The software was called
Renaissance because that was what it did: it
recovered the original acoustic signal that had been
contaminated by the effects of atmosphere,
microphones, etc. That is. rather than employ a
sometimes unreliable computer-only approach.
they have used computers to re ne and
signi cantly improve a more traditional approach,

O'Keefe says that it proved to be just the tool for
the jobs The computer model was predicting
disaster: an early decay time around |.4 seconds,
when the team had designed for 2,2 secondsuThe
scale model suggested everything was going to be

great, Ironically. much more time was spent on the
computer model, but when the building opened.

the scale model proved to be spot on. During the

PROJECT UPDATE

developing software to facilitate small scale
conti ued on page44
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madman:
Penguin Recruitment is a specialist recruitment company offering services to the Environmental Industry

Acoustic Consultant ♥ Leeds - {23,000+ SK 4235
A highly reputable rm oi consulting engineers is in need of an Acoustic Consultant to join the

team based in Leeds. The position requires a candidate who has the ability to execute projects

successfully and has outstanding management skills, You will work on an array of medium to
large sized projects specialising in room acouslics and the use of models to identify and eliminate
problems and environmental noise and vibration surveys. in addition to this you will also be
required to write high quality reports and help develop the business With an extremely

competitive salary and the opportunity to make the role your own this promises to be a very

rewarding position.

Noise and Vibration Consultant- Southampton - £24,000 SK 5204
A marvellous opportunity has become available for a consultant in the noise and vibration

eld tojoin this prestigious environmental consultancy situated on the south coast The ideal

candidate will hold a BSc / MSc in Acoustics / Noise and Vibration or a related discipline and
have demonstrable experience in the eld. As a consultant here you will conduct many
assessments for clients in the roads and infrastructure sector and produce high quality technical
reporls. Additionally you will liaise Wilh new and existing clients and continue to provide

exceptional services

Assistant Acoustic Consultant♥ Birmingham - 221,000+ swoon

An outstanding opportunity has arisen in the Midlands of ce ofthls specialist engineering and
environmental consultancy for an assistant consultant. To be considered lorlhe position you will
need to be educated to a BSc/ MSc level in an acoustics or a noise reiated discipline. As a
member of the team here you will conduct many noise impact assessments for clients in an array
of markets including theenvironmental. transport and building sectors. With a very competitive
sterling salary and an unrivalled chance to work oninteresting projects this role is perfect those
individuals who wish to start a promising career in the noise and acoustic discipline.

Noise Specialist♥ Maidstone - £24,000+ SK3024

Our client. one of the world's most prominent consultancies in the engineering and environmental
sector is in need of an enthusiastic and hardworking noise specialist to join the team in Kent For

this posilion you will need to have considerable experienoe in the environmental and architectural
acoustics eld Witha proven ability in managing projects. Your duties will include coordinating
sound insulation tests tor a variety ol residential schemes. conducling noise assessmenls for
projects related to the transport sector and ensuring that these projects are completed effectively
and ef ciently. With a variety of high pro le clients and a mullrlude of interesting projects you can

be cure that this opportunity is not to be missed.

Acoustic Specialist ♥ Central London - 222,000+ SKMZo

Due to an ever increasing workload in the Acoustic sector. our client is searching for a specialist in
the eld to join the of ce based in Central London. Here you will work on a broad spectrum of
assignments. covering all aspects of the architectural acoustics eld including producing planning
proposals and assisting in the design of concert halls and leisure centres across the world,

Therefore it would be ideal for you to be ambitious and hold the IOA Diploma in Acoustics and

Noise Control With experience in the eld of buildings acoustics. This is a fantastic position that

Will aliow the right candidate to develop an exciting career.

Noise Consultant ♥ Manchester - 523,000+ SK 2067
An innovative and enthusiastic Noise Consultant is required to join an award winning consultancy
situated in Manchester. The ideal candidate Will have a minimum of a years experience and hold a
relevant noise / acoustic related qualification. Here you will have lte opportunity to work on

numerous projects assessing entertainment. transport. commercial and workplace noise Good
written and verbal communication skills are a must as is a full clean UK dnving license. This
position offers the right candidate an unrivalled exposure into the workings of a globally successful
multidisciplinary consultancy

 

Interested in these or other acoustics jobs please contact Sophie Braich on 0121 442 0643 or alternatively email your CV to soghie.braich@genguinrecmitmentco.uk.

If you have difficulty talking during the working day youcan contact us out of hours on 07834 775 863. Good luck in your job search !

See all our environmental and acoustics vacancies on www.penguinrecruitment.co.uk
Penguin Recruitment Ltd operate as both an Employment Agency and an Employment Business  
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BOOK REVIEWS

 

Par mentary reports continued from page 45

sound nuisance and to regulate it when
members of the public complain.

The Minister of State, Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Lord
Rocker): The Government take the issue of
noise seriously, and have given new powers to
local authorities to deal with noise with the
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment
Act 2005.

Section 79 of the Environmental Protection
Act I990 (as amended) lists what is capable of
being a statutory nuisance. At Section 79(l)(g)
is ☁noise emitted from premises so as to be

prejudicial to health or a nuisance'. Section 79
places a statutory duty on local authorities to
inspect their areas periodically for existing and
potential statutory nuisances. and to take
reasonably practicable steps to investigate

complaints of nuisance. Once satis ed that a
statutory nuisance exists or may occur or
recur, the local authority must serve an
abatement notice under Section 80 of the Act
on the person responsible for the nuisance (or
the owner or occupier if the person
responsible cannot be found or the nuisance
has not yet occurred).

For noise, the local authority can (under the
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act
2005) choose to defer serving an abatement
notice for up to seven days in order to pursue
speci c alternative steps to resolve the
problem. If the noise nuisance is not abated

 

within seven days, the abatement notice must
then be served, and it can served at any point
within that time.

A complainant can also take private action
through the courts under Section 82 of the
Environmental Protection Act I990. The
complainant must give a minimum of three
days' notice in writing of the intention to take
private action to the person who is the subject

of the complaint, and must specify the subject
of the complaint. If the court agrees that a
statutory nuisance exists, or may occur or

recur, it will issue an abatement notice.There
is a defence for industrial, trade and business
premises of ☁best practicable means'. There
is a defence of ☁reasonable excuse' for causing
a statutory nuisance or breaching an
abatement notice.

Section 84 of and Schedule | to the Clean
Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005
amend the Noise Act I996 so that it applies to
licensed premises. The ne upon summary
conviction for exceeding the permitted level,
as measured from within the dwelling of a
complainant, will be up to £5,000. The local
authority will be able to offer the option to
discharge liability to conviction with the
payment within l4 days of a xed penalty
notice of £500.

The permitted level is 34dB(A) where the
underlying level does not exceed 24dB(A), or
IOdB above the underlying level where this
exceeds 24dB(A). This permitted level applies
to both domestic and licensed premises.

Section 84 of and Schedule | to the Clean
Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005
came into force in relation to England on |
October 2006.We have revised the permitted
noise levels and an approval for devices
measuring noise levels. These were brought
into force on 28 February 2008 following a
stand-still period required under the Technical
Standards and Regulations Directive 98/34/EC.

The Noise Council's Code of Practice on
Environmental Noise Control at Concerts was
published in I995 and is designed to help
organisers. promoters and regulators to plan
and manage the noise issues associated with
such events. It was prepared by a working
party of professionals experienced in this eld
and was published following a public
consultation. Since then, it has become widely
used in the UK and can provide a means of
enabling successful concerts to be held while
minimising the disturbance caused by noise.

Compliance with the various provisions of the
code of practice does not confer immunity
from any legal obligations, such as the statutory
nuisance regime contained within Part III of the
Environmental Protection Act I990.

It is understood that there is dialogue between
the Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health and the Institute ofAcoustics (both of
which were members of the Noise Council)
exploring the possibility of reforming a
working party and the extent to which the
code should be reviewed or revised.

Leo L Beranek

☁As I look back, my life seems like the images in
kaleidoscope ♥ brightly coloured, varied, and in
constant motion,☁ Beranek writes, in his

recently published autobiography Riding the
Waves. Indeed, although Beranek is best
known in the acoustics sector for his work in
noise control and concert hall acoustics, after
reading this book, we will learn more about
his many other extraordinary achievements,
and more importantly, about how one could
achieve so much as a Renaissance man ♥
scientist, engineer, inventor, entrepreneur,

musician, television executive, philanthropist
and author, and at the same time, keeping an
enjoyable and healthy |ife.This is also a history
book, from the stories of Iowa farmers in the
early part of last century, to the establishment
of a pioneering acoustic consultancy rm.

The Prologue is a tale of the acoustic design
of the New York☁s Philharmonic Hall. As
Beranek says, ☁I learned much from this failure -

in particular, it gave me a chance to pause, to

reflect, to sort things out, to regain con dence, and

to acquire new perspectives,

Chapter | is about Beranek's life in Iowa. He

' l
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was born on IS September l9l4 as a farm
boy in rural Solon. His childhood was rather
harsh. Everyday his journey to school was two
hours each way in a horse-drawn coach with

little ventilation. His mother died when he
was l2, so he learned to be independent
when he was young. When he studied at
Cornell College, he was much involved in the
radio repair business to support himself,
which perhaps greatly contributed to his
future career as an engineer and a manager. In
this chapter many interesting numbers appear,
showing prices, incomes and tuition fees, and
his deep concerns about them.

Beranek's life changed direction in I935 when

he stopped to help a motorist with a at tyre.
This former instructor at Harvard☂s
engineering school then helped Beranek to
gain a Gordon McKay Scholarship at Harvard.
In Chapter 2 Beranek describes his student
life at Harvard, including stories of a number
of pioneering acousticians, as well ashow he

became better off - eventually having three
meals a day instead of two.

Chapter 3 is about Beranek's work during the

Second World War. Based at Harvard,he led a
number of large military projects, from

aircraft communications to naval ships, with a
total budget of $|.2 million over the course of
the war (equivalent to about $40 million
today). For his rst project, a budget of
$80,000 was given when they onlyproposed
$4,000! He coined the term ☁anechoic☁ and

built the rst anechoic chamber with
pioneering wedge structure, for testing army

loudspeakers. The first psychoacoustics
laboratory was also set up at Harvard along
with the projects.

Beranek took an offer of an associate

professor of Communication Engineering at
MIT in I946, and developed the newly formed
Acoustics Laboratory as technical director,
until he resigned this tenured faculty position
in I958 to work full-time at Bolt, Beranek and
Newman, a consultancy firm formally
inaugurated on November 8, 1948. Chapter 4
and 5 describe his life in the |950-605, as a
researcher, teacher, consultant and manager. It
was effectively several full-time jobs but he
managed this very well, given that it was only



until I965 he took an Advanced Management
Program at Harvard☁s Business School. During

this period a wide range of pioneering works
was carried out, not only in acoustics. but also

on many other things including the
establishment of the software group at BBN
that invented both the ARPANET, the
forerunner of Internet, and email. In Chapter

6 and 7, the development of his two

main areas, aircraft noise and concert hall

acoustics, are described in more details, with

academic, practical, political and legal issues
all mentioned.

Chapter 8 is about another fresh start. In the
late 605, Beranek risked his life savings with a

group of others to secure the licence to

operate a television station, Channel 5 in
Boston. in l97l. he moved altogether from
BBN to join Boston Broadcasters
incorporated as president and chief
executive He turned the television station

into one of the country☂s best, and it was sold

in l982 for $225 million. at the time the

highest price ever paid for a broadcast station.

In Chapter 9 Beranek tells stories about his
families and non-pro t activities. as well as the
☁secret☁ of his healthy life ♥ genes, perhaps,

since his grandmother lived to l08.
He was skiing until he was 88, and started to

learn sailing when he was over 70. From his
late 805 he served as the president of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and
tuned its nances into much better shape.
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In the |990s Beranek came back to the eld
of auditorium acoustics, acting as the acoustic

consultant for a number of major projects in
japan, until he reached 87, when he felt

that he should retire. In the nal chapter
of the book, Chapter IO, his design

experience in Japan is described.

  

        

  

The whole book is very well written and
certainly

expected, not only because when
embarking on this book Beranek took
courses on memoir writing. There are

23 photos and one drawing. all black
and white. I would be interested to see

more photos,

RiDING":i☁iiu☁\X/A.VES

When being asked by Acoustics
Bulletin to review the book I
immediately agreed, and it was indeed
very enjoyable and informative. I
strongly recommend the book not
only to acousticians, but also to
anyone interested in history,
research, engineering, consultancy,
management, and healthy living.

jian Kang

The MIT Press
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

ISBN-|0:O-262-02629-5;
ISBN- l 3: 978-0-262-02629-l
6 x 9, 256 pp.. Hardcover
List price: $24.95I£ I 6.95

Improve your producthlty with:

Server Edition _
RoadNouse, SiteNoise and RailNoise

What do our users like the most?"

Ease of use

User support

Noise models from digital mapping

Graphics the public can understand

It☂s good value

☁Surveyed in July 2007

NOISEMAP E

www.atkinsg|oba|.com

☂ f
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PRODUCT NEWS

    

 

NoiseMeters Mil

NoiseMeters Ltd has announced a new
range of wireless noise monitoring

systems for factories, the entertainment

industry and similar environments.

 

The SoundEarPro system consists of up to
ten independent sound level meters that are
connected back to a central controller over a

wireless link.Thecontroller stores the sound
level from all the remote locations every
second.When the controller is connected to
a computer it provides the user with the
historical measurements as well as a real-time

display of the current levels.

The graphical display of the sound levels

makes it easy to see when the levels are high
and to compare the noise environment at
different times and locations

The SoundEarPro is ideal for those wanting to
monitor and record the noise levels in
different parts of a factory, entertainment

venue, hospital or similar environment. The
sound level meters meet IEC 6|672 Class 2
and provide the LAeq and LCPeak every
second to a resolution of O.|dB, making them
particularly suited to monitoring noise
at work.

NoiseMeters has offices in London and
Yorkshire supplying a wide range of noise
monitoring equipment. In addition to the new
wireless systems, the company can supply
hand-held sound level meters and noise
dosemeters for occupational noise
assessments. 'A large stock of equipment is
also available for hire.

For more information please visit

www.noisemeters.co.uk
or phone Andrew Snell on 0845 680 03 | 2.
Email: ams@noisemeters.com

   

 

Wireless
Controller

W' el 5 nois mon' nringsystems
by No eMeters Ltd

. I
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Gampbell
New Norsonic instrumentation     

Campbell Associates is pleased to offer some
details of new packages for environmental
noise monitoring.

The Nor-lSZO advanced monitoring systems

' Continuously measure real-time noise levels

0 Integrate up to IOO monitoring stations: at 95-
channel system is now operational for the
Beijing Olympics

☁ Record audio and video for accurate
source identi cation

' Receive warnings (lighu, email and sms) when a
noise-limit is exceeded

' Automatically download data and create reports

0 Have a lockable doubleskinned aluminium
cabinet for protection from vandals and
the weather.

with Selectaglaze Secondary Gluing

uilt in l894, the magni cent Grade ll-listed ☁Old
College Building' in central London houses the

City University's School ofArts.

The building is currently undergoing a major three-
stage refurbishment, the first of which was recently
completed. The £9m project includes the
refurbishment and development ofa suite of music
rehearsal rooms and the conversion of the garden
and paved patio area into a state-of-the-art concert
hall An essential part of the rst stage was to
ensure maximum noise insulation from both inside
and outside the music rehearsal rooms

Working closely with main contractor Verry
Construction. royal warrant holder Selectaglaze
installed a combination of their Series 40 xed
lights and Series 40 side hung secondary glazed
casements, many of which featured arched heads.

An acoustic lining was tted between the original
primary windows and the secondary glazed units
and, when tested, this combination exceeded the

required sound insulation values

Secondary glazing, not to be confused with double
glazing, involves the installation of an additional

internal window. In addition to noise insulation.
secondary glazing will improve energy ef ciency
and provide increased security. The product is
particularly appropriate for examination rooms.
music rooms, computer laboratories and secure

reception areas.

Building Bulletin 93 -Acoustic Design of Schools -
recognises that teaching and learning activities can
be greatly affected by unwanted noise,The ambient
noise level in classrooms and libraries should not

rise above 35dB and in music rooms this reduces
to 30dB. Many schools and colleges suffer from
intense traffic noise with busy roads generating
levels of 65 to 80 dB. Sound reduction indices
typically between 35 and 45 dB are therefore
needed, but most primary windows will achieve no

Norsonic I40 environmental kits, now available
for hire

' Are compact battery powered systems with
audio recording for source identi cation

- Are simple to set up

- Feature a fast download from the SD

memory card

' Connect via GSM modems for remote control
of instrument and download.

Norsonic Nor-l40/VID systems allow the user to
record video with sound levels. This makes them
the perfect system for noise nuisance
investigations. with integrated video and sound
level measurements. This provides a complete
measurement solution for use witha Norsonic I40
analysenThe system is delivered with a tablet PC,
case camera and accessories.

For more details please contact Lee Bearman on
0|37| 87|043 or lee@campbell-
associates.co.uk

Web sites: www.campbell-associates.co.uk
and www.acoustic-hire.com

more than 30dB, or ZSdB or less if the windows
are ill- tting.

 

Selectaglaze secondary windows, tested at
Taywood Laboratories, can achieve a sound level
reduction of 45dB rising to more than 50dB if
specialist acoustic glass is speci edcThe results are
achieved through tightly engineered systems. high
performance seals and an air gap between the
windows of l00mm or more.

The secondary windows are purpose made with a
wide choice of styles and nishes. They are fully
factory-assembled, allowing rapid installation with
minimal disruption to teaching schedules and work
is often arranged during holiday periods. They do
not alter the appearance of the property. offering
an ideal solution for buildings that are listed or in
conservation areas and can be tted in stages to
suit budgets

Web site: www.5electaglaze.co.uk

 



from Bruel & Kit♥er

mmediate on-screen analysis of sound insulation,
using Briiel & Kjaer☂s new BZ-7228 building

acoustics software, means that problem partitions
can now be quickly identi ed on site,

Developed for use with thetype 2250 analyser, the
software enables fast and simple measurement of
airborne and impact sound insulation. reducing

time-consuming off-site evaluation and hastening
any necessary remedial work.

Matthew Hine, Sales Engineer for Bruel & Kjar
UK, explained that acoustics consultants could

quickly derive accurate performance values for
walls and oors. enabling them to delve further
into possible causes of acoustic weakness and

leakage, and to investigate anking paths where
partitions are likely not to comply with the
stringent sound insulation standards speci ed by

the Building Regulations

The software includes settings relevant to the
appropriate British and International Standards (BS
EN ISO I40 and EN ISO 7|7), together with
Approved Document E of the Building Regulations
2000 for England and Wales, as well as a host of
standards relating to different countries.

The 2250 has a large, colour touch-screen and

user-friendly menu system. Taking an airborne
measurement as an example, the tester is guided

PRODUCT

  

  through measurements in the source andreceiving
rooms. together with background noise and
reverberation time measurements in an intuitive
fashion, removing the need to take extensive notes

as to which measurement relates to which
partition, In addition, recyclable results (eg
reverberation time measurements) may be copied
between files to save time in duplicating
measurements unnecessarily,

Results can be viewed immediately on site
to identify potentially weak partitioning
structures. Warnings and error messages such as
background noise corrections allow the tester to
understand the cause of the problem and to take
steps to ensure that accurate measurements are
undertaken. Back at the office, results may
be exported to Quali er (type 7830) or
spreadsheet programs.

Using identical connections to the previous 2260
analyser. the built-in pink and white noise
generators on the 2250 may be used with
an ampli er and loudspeaker system such as the
27|6 / 4292. A radio transmitter / receiver may
also be used to enable remote control of the
sound source,

Briiel & Kjaer is hosting a training course on sound
insulation measurements in Stevenage on 25
September 2008 (fee £245 +VAT). The course is
intended for anyone new to building acoustics.
room acoustics or the 2260, 2250 or 2270 sound

NEWS

 

level analysers with building or room acoustics
modules. The programme will cover how to
undertake reverberation time and full sound
insulation measurements with the appropriate
sound sources. lt includes theory and
measurement of building acoustics parameters,
relevant British standards and the Building
Regulations, airborne sound insulation, impact
sound insulation and reverberation time. with the
emphasis on practical measurement tasks using
Briiel & Kjaer instrumentation,

For more information about the 2250 and BZ-

7228 building acoustics software please contact
Briiel & Kjaar UK on 0I438 739000, email

heather.wilkins@bksv.com or visit the web
site at www.bksv.co.uk

The i est in Noise and Vibration
instrumentation to

A©M§i

 

my or i-i're

The New Distributor for

Oi dB♥Metravib

 

I Simpie to use.

 

I No need to set any measurement parameters.

I Lightweight outer case with inner 'steaith☂ case.

I All accessories in one case.

I Single button remote control.

I One large il7dB dynamic range.

I Poweriul Analysis Software in use since 1988.

BLUE SOLO Noise Nuisance Recorder
I Audio Recording in way format.

Telephon' . 01269 851 749 Mobile: 07912 123 139 1
Emai sales@acoustic1.co.uk www.acoustic1.co.uk

I Analyse audio with narrow bandFFi.

I Listen to discreet probiem frequencies.

I Large SD card memory capacity.

I View Live Data with PDA via Bluetooih.

I Levels logged down to ZDms for fine

detail including 1/1 or 1/3 Octaves.

BUY 0R HIRE
Telephone

01269 851749
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the Institute ofAcoustics is pleased to acknowledge
port of these organisations

CASELLAE '
CEL

Cirrus
Research plc

Key Sponsors Briiel & Kier

Acoustic Comfort Ltd - AcSoft Ltd ~ AEARO u AMSAcoustics - A. Proctor Group Ltd - ArupAcousticsSponsoring Organisations:

Bureau Veritas - Castle Group - CMS Acoustic Solutions a Eckel Noise Control Technologies

EMTEC Products Ltd -

CampbellAssociates - CiviIAviation Authority o

Faber Maunsell - Gmcey&Associates . GreenwoodAir Management - HannTuckerAssociates

Industrial & Commercial Technical Consultants Ltd

Rockfon Ltd a

Hodgson & Hodgson Group Ltd -

John CWiIkins Acoustic Supplies Ltd - LMS UK -

Sandy Brown Associates - Scott Wilson Ltd -

Thales Underwater System Ltd - Til'lex Ltd - Wake eld Acoustics - Wardle Storeys (Blackburn) Ltd

Industrial Acoustics Company Ltd a

Mason UK Ltd - National Physical Laboratory - Saint-Gobain Ecophon Ltd

Shure Brothers Incorporated a Sound Reduction Systems Ltd a Telex Communications (UK) Ltd

Applications for Sponsor Membership of the Institute should be sent to the St Albans office. Details of the bene ts will be provided on request.

meetings
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DAY DATE TIME MEETING

Thursday 3 July IOJO En ineering Division ,
g Dlary 2008

Tuesday aJuly |0.30 ASBA Examiners

Tuesday a July |.30 ASBA Committee M October m☜ November

Thursday lo July IOrOO Meetings BuildingAcoustics Group Electroacoustics Group
_ AuditoriumAcoustics 2003 Reproduced Sound 24

Tuesday 5 August |0.30 Diploma Moderators Meeting .Oslo. Norway Brlghton
Thursday 4 September |0.30 Membership

I4-l5 October Further derails can
Thursday | | Sewember | |-°° Medals &Awards UnderwaterAcoustics Group be obtained irom

Thursday I I September L30 Executive Underwater Noise Measurement. Linda Canty at the
Impact and Mitigation Institute of Acoustics

Thursday is September | Lee Publications Sourhampmn Tel; ("717 343.95

. he IOA website:
Thursday 25 Sepcember I LSD Council °' °" ☁

1"" °☜°"e' www.ioa.org.uk
Thursday 2 October |O.30 DiplomaTutors and Examiners Measurement & Instrumentation Group

Autumn Conference zoos
Thursday 1 October L30 Educarion Oxford

Thursday I6 October |0.30 Engineering Division

Thursday 30 October | LOG Research Co-ordination

Thursday 6 November lo.3o Membership mwadvert i sers

Tuesday || November IOJO ASBA Examiners

Tuesday || November L30 ASBA Committee AWN☜ ☁9 GR-A-S' "
A 5 ft IFC He iesAu r I☁ P Ltd is

Wednesday I2 November IOJO CCENM Examiners ☁ ° 33 5 ma [Y
AMEc plt 39 Hoare Lea 45

Wednesday l2 November L30 CCENM Committee _
ANV Measurement Systems BC Jelf Professions Ltd 38

Thursday I3 November lo.oo Meetings Association of MA 4|

Tuesday l8 November lo.3o CMOHAV Examiners NW"♥ C°☜☁☜"3"☁5 (ANC) '3 Neutrik (UK) Ltd 3|
B -' I& K☁ 4 _ V

Tuesday I8 November L30 CMOHAV Committee ☜☁9 '3☜ Oscar Enzmeermg 25
Building Test Centre 35 v ,

Thursday 20 November I l.oo Executive V Pengm" Recrmm☁em 43
Campbell Assoclates 9 & IBC Rm": Building Produm 23

Thursday 27 November ll.oo Publications ,
CHH Recru'm☁e"! '9 Sound Reduction Systems Ltd 7

Tuesday 2December I030 CCWPNA Examiners Cole Jaman Associates 27 SoundPLAN UK☜ 2|

Tuesday 2 December LEO CCWPNA Committee Custom Audio Designs 19 Soundsorba I7

Thursday 4 December ☜.30 Council Doosan Babcock Energy Ltd 34 Thermal Acoustics 33

Enviros 37 Wardell Armstrong LLP 23

Reireshmenrs will be served after or before all meetings. In order to facilitate the clowns 30 Wardle storeys .cc

catering arrangements it would be appreciated if those members unable to attend Grace), 8☁Associ es IBC WS Atkins 47

meetings would send apologies at least 14 hours before the meeting.
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Gracey & Associates 6
:: Setting Hire Standards :: Isosoo1:BSIF325913

I We are the largest, independent UK hirer of professional equipment to the acoustics
☁ industry and have been supplying sound and vibration instrumentation for over 30 years.

We are an ISO 9001 company, and our Calibration Laboratory is accredited by British
Standards. All our analysers, microphones, accelerometers etc., are delivered with
current calibration certificates, traceable to the National Physical Laboratory.

We offer next day delivery to your office, or site and can also arrange for our carrier to
pick up equipment when the hire is complete.

Our hire stock includes instruments and equipment from BriJel & Kjaer, Norsonic, Vibrock,

Larson Davis, CEL, DI and GRAS. We also have a large stock of calibrators,

environmental and building acoustic kits, microphones, preamplifiers, cables, speakers,

tapping machines, noise generators, connectors, adaptors, power supplies, etc.

Threeways Chelveston Northamptonshire NN9 6A8
01933 624212 :: hire@gracey.com :: www.gracey.com

Gracey & Associates...Noise and Vibration Instrument Hire
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Building magma

measurement a
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@ Single and twin channel cable-
free systems, which are simple
to use and robust in design.

New lightweight Tapping
Machine with laser measurement
of hammer impact velocity.

All instuments in the Norsonic
range produce DnTw, LnTw and
Ctr on-screen to quickly identify
failures.

Drag and drop data to the
NorBuiId software to W ☁ ☁ '3 ☁
instantly produce test ~'

1
.certificates.

     

  

solutions
for building
acoustics I l

   

  Tel 01371 871030 www.campbell♥associates.co.uk www.acoustic-hire.com

 



    
    

  

     

   

° ire - Glibiat-ion
  Measurement

A Comprehensive Range of Easy to Use
Instruments for Sale and Hire

NEW c127mou NA-28
Sound Level Meter and Third Octave Band Analyser

The Perfect Fusion of (utting Edge Technology
and Ease of Use
Large back-lit colour LCD display provides superb clarity

Massive storage potential of real time octaves and/or third octaves

Expandable functionality using program cards

Systems

  

 

  

 

   

   

Downloading

Logged Data

is this Easy

 

(WRION NL Series
Integrating Sound Level Meters

The Simplest Solution for Environmental,

☁ Workplace or Product Noise
Class 1 and 2 with these options: Simple data logging; Audio recording;

Real time octaves and third octaves,- FFT narrow band analysis

Remote Control Download Software (REDS)
Full access to down oad and control NL-31 or NL-32 remotely via the GSM network

See the instrument display in ☂real time☂

Software uses the same clear and intuitive keypad interface as the meters

SMS text option v receive news of exceedance of limits on your mobile phone

Outdoor Measurement Kit
Simple, rugged and site proven

Proven performance - we have run several Rion meters with outdoor systems

continuously over 3 years with no failures

No complicated additional calibration procedures

@RION VM-54
Tri-Axial Vibration Meter
Easy to Use Tri-Axial Vibration Meter for
Occupational and Environmental Vibration
Complies with Vibration at Work Regulations 2005

Complies with 35 6472 and 150 2631: Parts 1, Z and 4

Directly measures and logs VDV☂s

Profound VIBRA / VIBRA+
Vibration Meter and Datalogger
The Simplest and Most Practical Way to
Monitor and Log Vibration Levels

Logging BS 6472 Version Logs peak particle velocity (PPV) in 3 dimensions continuously n ' I

Now Available Stores timetTraces of velocity waveform and FFT spectra (VIBRA+)
-- --'.♥:*♥ _

External alarm and GSM remote connection functions ~ - 1 V,,;.♥a ' r

 

Excellent Quality I:I Exceptional Value El Knowledgeableal☁riendly Service
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